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Dr. Ervin Bellack

Dr. Ervin Bellack is a chemist, a 
teacher, a philatelist and life-long 

public servant. He received a B.S. in 
Chemical Engineering from Michigan 
College of Mining and Technology 
in 1941, and a M.S. in Chemical 
Engineering from the University of 
Michigan in 1942. He interrupted his 
doctoral studies to serve his country as 
an Army Corporal in WWII.  
 Dr. Bellack has a distinguished US 
government career working for the Fish 
and Wildlife Service, Public Health Service, Environmental Protection Agency, and the World Health 
Organization.  He is best known for his work with the Public Health Service’s Division of Dental Public 
Health Laboratory. Dr. Bellack and Franz Maier obtained for the Government a half-dozen patents 
on innovations they uncovered in the fluoridation field.  The most notable patent was “Fluoridation 
of Drinking Water”.  

 He is the author of numerous papers 
in journals and conference proceedings 
as well as several books including 
Fluoridation Engineering Manual and 
School Water Supply Fluoridation. He is 
a life member of the 
American Chemical 
Society and the 
American Association 
for the Advancement 

of Science. He has received several honorary PhDs for all of his contributions 
to the profession. He will be most remembered for educating engineers around 
the world on the fluoridation of drinking water through the World Health 
Organization. 
 Dr. Bellack began collecting stamps in the early 1940s.  Born to Russian 
immigrant parents in 1919, he had a fascination with the world, its countries and how they evolved. 
A self-proclaimed introvert and a meticulous mind he enjoyed learning about cultures and the world 
through his stamp collection. He catalogued each stamp in a library index that he kept in his office 
to reference if anyone ever had any questions about his stamps.  A culmination of his life’s work, his 
world-wide collection consisted of over 262 albums. It was his true joy.



Bidding Increments: 
Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule: 

Up to $50.00; increase by $5.00    Over $7,500 to $15,000; increase by $500
Over $50 to $200; increase by $10    Over $15,000 to $30,000; increase by $1,000
Over $200 to $500; increase by $25    Over $30,000 to $70,000; increase by $2,500
Over $500 to $1,000; increase by $50    Over $70,000 to $130,000; increase by 5,000
Over $1,000 to $3,000; increase by $100   Over $130,000 at discretion of auctioneer. 
Over $3,000 to $7,500; increase by $250
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Grading and Condition
Superb   Extraordinary item in the finest condition
Extremely Fine  Outstanding and exceptional quality
Fine-Very Fine (F-VF) Stamp and or cover in sound condition; if a stamp; it is less well-centered than Very Fine but better 
   centered than Fine.
Fine   Sound in all aspects. Perforated stamps will have the designs clear of the perforations; the designs of imperforate  
   stamps will not be cut into  any significant degree. 
Very Good (VG)  Imperfect centering (stamps) or poor general appearance. 

Covers & Cancels
Minor imperfections, including but not limited to: nicks, edge or flap tears or slight reductions are normal conditions for 19th century 
envelopes that have been postally transmitted. Folded letters would have at least one file fold. Acceptable forms of conservation include light 
cleaning and edge mending. Covers may have an ordinary stamp with a minor defect. The above exist in most 19th century covers and are 
not always described and therefore not grounds for return. 

Catalogue Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalogue values (2016 editions) are quoted in dollars and rounded to the 
nearest dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as provided. 

Collection Lots and Condition
Please note that ALL collection lots are sold on an “as-is” basis and are therefore not returnable for any reason.  Every attempt has been 
made to provide an accurate description and images for most are available on our website.  Most collection lots will contain stamp/covers 
with various degree of imperfections/faults.  We strongly suggest that lots of interest be viewed in advance of the sale.  Please also note that 
late payment for purchases, may at Kelleher’s option, be considered just cause to revoke all return privileges. 

Symbols Used
		êê		Mint Never Hinged        SE  Straight Edge   *		Cover
		ê			Mint with Gum          �		Used       TC  Trial Color Proof
  (ê)   Unused, No Gum/Regummed   S   Specimen     SL  Straight Line
  R    Reprint              FL  Folded Letter   E   Essay
  P    Proof               FLS  Folded Letters   r		Piece  
  MS   Manuscript               Block            



Coins

Foreign

1 Australia and New Zealand, Coin Accumulation.  Many hundreds of coins, from large cents to florins, with
a great deal of silver present, large cents in abundance, also includes some U.S. and miscellaneous copper and silver,
set aside enough time to properly ascertain this lots true value, Fine or better. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States

2 U.S., Silver Proof & Mint Sets & Miscellaneous Coins, 1956-2016.  Mostly complete and some duplicates
of mint proof sets from 1956-2016, plus some State Quarters sets and complete silver proof sets from 1992-2015, $3.00 
face value of silver pre-1964 dimes, an American Eagle silver proof, some commemorative coins, group of Eisenhower
dollars, 1983-84, 1986 and 1993 group of Prestige sets, several partially complete Whitman books of Lincoln and Indian 
Head cents, 1955 year set, a small box of Foreign coins, 5 Morgan dollars, a group of some mixed pre-1964 silver and
1/2oz., 1/4oz. and 1/10oz. American Eagle Gold Bullion coins, plenty of Bullion value, please inspect.

Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

3 U.S., Proof & Mint Set Coin Accumulation.  Fabulous lot that includes 1952, 1954(2), 1956, 1957, 1958(2),
1960(2), 1961, 1962, mint sets include 1948-1949, 1951-1954, 1956-1958, also uncirculated set 1934-1938D Buffalo
nickels, popular items that will sell quickly, Proof. Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

4 U.S., Miscellaneous Coin Accumulation.  Mostly U.S. coins, ranging from Indian Head pennies to
Commemorative dollars, includes four rolls Jefferson silver nickels, Walking Liberty half dollars, commemorative silver
sets, and a double red coin box with Flying eagle cents to Lincolns to Roosevelt dimes, with a few foreign silver coins,
you best get a move on and examine this lot as soon as possible, Fine or better. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

5 U.S., Premium Coin Stock.  A terrific lot with many better items, includes 1804 crosslet stemmed half cent,
four 20¢ coins, high grade Barber dimes, eight sets of obsolete coinage, several classic commemorative halves,
Morgan & Peace dollars, 1970S penny with huge cud, Barber & Standing Liberty quarters, 1904-1915 complete set of
Barber halves, 1846O, 1859 &1870 Seated Liberty dollars, Liberty nickels, high grade Lincolns such as 1909VDB,
1926S, 1931D, a few off centered cents, high grade Mercury dimes, and much more, check her out, Fine or better.

Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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United States

Stamp Collections

General Collections and Regular Issues

6 H/m U.S., Lovely Old-Time Hand-Made Collection.  On gorgeous hand illustrated pages, the type of
craftsmanship you usually only see on albums from the 1920’s-30’s, with beautifully hand-painted or hand-sketched
themes on several pages, 19th century is mostly used, 20th century is a mixture of mint and used, better stamps consist
of: 9X1a, 9X1, 1, 2 (2), 11 with imprint, 7, 12, 15, 17, 25, 30A, 36-38, 24 with curl on shoulder, 67, 68-69, 76-78, 71, 72
(2), 75, 87-90, 96 (2), 98, 99, 134-36, 112-22 (10c with Japan cancel +$200), 145-55, 156-63 (15c appears unused),
165-66, 182-91, 208-208a, 205-18 (some mint), 219-29 (several mint values), 183 skull and crossbones fancy cancel,
230-45 mint, 246-63, 264-78, 285-93 (lower values to 10c are mint, plus some extra plate no. pairs of lower values), 284
o.g., 294-99 (plus lower value blocks), 300-12 (mint to 13c), 323-27 mint and used plus official Louisiana Purchase post
card, 376 mint blocks, 397-399, 400A, 401-2 & 404 mint, 479-80 mint, 516 & 518 mint blocks, 547 mint, 524 mint, 526
block of 9, K1-16 mint, 540a block, 551-71, 545 on cover and large piece, each with 1923 Grand Central Station
machine cancel as you typically see on rare surviving covers (Scott $1,800 for cover), 620-21 corner and plate no.
blocks of 16, 630, 567 block with plate no., 2c reds large multiples, a couple 647-48 blocks, 658-79, Washington
Bicentennial plate blocks, 1938 Presidential plate blocks and some Washington / Franklin coils. Some typical faults in
the 19th century, but overall mostly sound and mostly complete for the spaces provided, 19th century is VG-F, generally 
F.-V.F. Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

7 H/m U.S., Hingeless Collection, 1847-2001.  In seven blue Lindner hingeless albums with slipcases, containing
strong value among the classic and modern issues with much face value, some of the better items with accompanying
certificates and the vast majority of the stamps correctly identified and good examples of type characteristics, with the
following better items - used: 1-2, 7, 9, 12, 13, 15 pair, 17, 18, 20, 22, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 30A, 31, 33, 34 with Weiss
certificate, 38, 62B, 67-72, 67a, 70b with Weiss certificate, 75, 76-78, 79, 83, 84 split grill variety with Weiss certificate,
85, 85B with photocopy of PSE certificate, 85E with Weiss certificate, 86-88 (86 with Weiss certificate), 92-101 (101 with 
Weiss certificate), 112-22, 134-38, 144 double grill (one split) with PF certificate, 145-55, 156-66, 182-91, 208, 217-18,
228-29, 238, 241-45, 246-60, 262 with PF certificate, 264-75, 278, 287-93, 310-13, 341, 399-404, 421, 423, 424-40,
460, 478-80, 500 with PSE certificate, 523-24, perf and imperf offsets, mint: 26, 133, 206-7, 212-14, 216, 223, 230-38,
240, 279B-81, 283, 294-99, 300-5, 307-8, 323-6, 328-30, 447, 505, 570-71, 614-21, 630, 658-79, 692-701, Farlies,
803-34, some Prexy coils with better PSE graded certificates, 1030-53, 1305C line pair with PSE grade 95 certificate,
C1-6 and C13-15. Usual mixed condition, containing mostly used in the classic era and mostly mint among the modern
issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great collection containing many of the difficult stamps missing from most U.S.
collections adding up to high Scott value. Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

8 HH/H/m U.S., Fabulous Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1950.  Housed in two albums, better used includes 1, 12, 14,
17, 29, 36, 37, 38, 70-72, 87 (2), 90, 91, 95-99, 112, 115-122, useful Bank Notes with some better cancels, 291, 312,
mint with 10A, 24, 112-115, 230-240, 294-299, 323-327, 328-330, 352 & 353 pairs, 357-358, 369, 410-413 pairs,
548-550 & 614-616, 617-619 blocks of four, White Plains sheet, Kansas Nebraska sets complete, E1, officials O1, O1S, 
O2S, O3-O6, O9, O11S, O12S, O12, O15S, O25-O33, O25S, O35S,O47S, O55-O56, O57S, O72S, O96-O99, also
postage dues, parcel posts, newspapers with PR114-PR125, and there is more to elate & delight you, the number of
premium items will amaze you, F.-V.F. Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

9 H/m U.S., Collection, 1847-1978.  Hinged and mounted in four Scott Specialized albums, containing better used
singles: 1 with PF certificate, 2, 12, 13 (Pos 13L1) with PF certificate, 14-15, 16 (Pos. 76L1) with APS certificate, 18, 20,
22, 27, 28, 29, 30A, 31-33, 36, 37, 38, 69-72, 75-78, 84, 85, 85B, 85E, 87-91, 92-100, 112-22, 135, 137-38, 141 with
APS certificate, complete National, Continental and American banknotes (mostly identified correctly), 206-18, 219-29,
262, 263, 264-78, 285-93 ($1 with PF certificate), 300-12, 505 (in 2c block of 9), C6 block of 4, E1-11 and mint: 230-40,
260, 285-93, 285-90 blocks, 294-99 (singles and set of blocks of 4), 323-27 (singles and blocks of 4), 328-30 (singles
and blocks), 367-68 plate blocks, 397-400A (singles and blocks), 401-4, 403 block of 4, 480, 548-50 blocks, 551-73,
581-91, 611 centerline block of 24, 614-21 blocks of 4, 630, 658-79, 692-701, 704-15 set of plate blocks, 803-34, C1-6
and C18 block of 4 with plate number, generally F.-V.F. appearance, great collection with high Scott value and better
key singles. Viewing is highly suggested. Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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10 H/m U.S., Mint and Used Collection, 1840-1937.  Mounted on White Ace pages (primary and duplicate
collections), starting with a tiny section of Great Britain with two penny blacks (GB #1), then proceeding to the U.S.
section of the collection primarily mint and used, primarily used among the classic issues and mostly mint starting in
1882, containing notable items including used: 1-2, 9 (3), 17, 18, 20, 25, 29 (2), 30A, 36, 32-33, 37-38, 38 with dramatic
pre-print paper fold, 67, 75, 76, 68-72, 77-78, 85, 86-91, 92-94, 96-98, 100-101, 112-22, 138, 145-55, 156-63, 165-66,
182-91, 244, 313, and mint (mostly hinged): 3 unused, 39 no gum, 210-18, 219-29, 230-39, 241-43, 245, 264-78,
279-84, 285-88, 290-93, 294-99, 300-12, 323-27, 328-30, 331-42, 367-73, 374-82, 397-400, 401-4, 405-7, 414-21,
422-23, 424-40, 456-58, 462-74, 478-79, 498-518 (including 499/505 combo pair), 523, 524, 532 pair, 538a, 540a (pair
and block of 4), 547, 551-73, 581-91, 599A, 614-21, 630, 658-79, 692-701, C1-6, C10a, C13, C13-15, E1-7, E9-E10,
J78, Q1-12 and JQ1-5. Condition is a little rough among the early issues, but overall you will notice this collection to be a
spectacular “bread and butter” collection packed with useful key values always needed in most collection, that will
surely yield a decent profit, generally F.-V.F. appearance, Viewing strongly suggested to properly evaluate.

Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

11 H/m U.S., Outstanding Collection With Endless Possibilities.  Interesting holding for the knowledgeable
philatelist willing to take a gamble; an extraordinary selection of what appear to be great rarities, some with old or
ancient Philatelic Foundation certificates; several important highlights include an incredibly rare unused example of the
12 cent 1870 Bank Note grilled issue, Scott #140; this stamp is rarely found in unused condition, and despite having a
small tear in the bottom margin is accompanied by a 1965 P.F. certificate stating that is a genuine unused stamp; the
next immense rarity offered in the collection is a 3 cent 1875 Special Printing, Scott #169, with a 1956 P.F. certificate of
authenticity stating it is a double paper variety of Scott #169 with patent cuts; the final rarity in this collection has two P.F.
certificates stating “genuine” - this is an impressive coil pair of Scott #322, the 2 cent 1908 coil issues with 1955 and
1981 P.F. certificates of authenticity; other interesting items in this important collection include Postmaster Provisionals
9X1; regular issues include an attractive unused appearing Scott #1 along with some decent 1851 imperfs; the 1857
perforated issues are highlighted by a gorgeous mint, lightly hinged example of 36b, with 2006 P.F. certificate - a sound
and attractive o.g. stamp; other 1857’s include 22-24, 27-28, 31-33, and 37; the 1861’s all appear to be unused, but
there may be some with cleaned cancels, including lovely appearing examples of 67 and 72; the 1869 Pictorials include
unused examples of 112, 114-115 and 119; there are select Banknote issues including 152-153, 158-161, 163,
182-186, 189-190 (2), and 205-211; then the collection is sparse until the 1929 Kansas Nebraska complete 658-679;
the Airmails are complete except for Zepps; there a choice page of Confederate States including 4, 6-8, and 11-14; a
most impressive selection for the collector or dealer looking for a collection with the potential for a lot of upside, please
review the collection and make your own assertion as to value, our estimate is conservative and the stamps are offered
upon your evaluation, o.g. or without gum. Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

12 HH/H/m U.S., Quality Mint Collection, 1851-1935.  Better singles neatly mounted in American Heirloom Album.
Highlights include (mint, no gum or original gum, and an occasional cancel removed among the early issues, generally
o.g. after 1890): 11, 12 no gum with PSE certificate, 17 removed manuscript. cancel, PSE graded 90 certificate, 18, 20,
24 with sound PSE certificate, 31, 36, 39, 63, 68, 73, 76, 77, 102, 112-14. 116, 122 no gum with PSE certificate, 128 no
gum with PSE certificate, 132 no gum with PSE certificate, 148, 166 no gum with PSE certificate, 184, 187. 189, 205-8,
211, 212-16, 221-29, 230-42, 243, 245, 254 NH with PSE certificate, 255, 256, 282C, 283a NH with PSE certificate,
284, 286-93 (10c with o.g. PSE graded 90 certificate), 294-99, 300-11, 323-27, 328-30, 331-42, 400, 400A, 459 NH pair
PSE graded 90 certificate, 479, 524, 570-73, 614-21, 630, 669-79, 692-701, C2-6, C13-15, K8, K10, Confederate
States 1-8 (3 o.g. with PSE graded 90 certificate) and 12-14. This is a true quality lot that was cut short just prior to
finishing, so there are a few empty spaces as the collector only held out for the best he could find, overall very fresh and
bright collection., mostly F.-V.F. Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

13 H/m U.S., Collection, 1847-1976.  In Scott National album, 19th century is mostly used, 20th century is mint and
used, notable items incl: 1-2, 7, 9, 10A, 12, 13, 15 pair, 17, 22 (Pos 52L4 with Weiss cert), 27, 28, 29, 30A, 67-72, 76-78,
85B (APS cert), 96-100 (100 with sound PSE cert), 112-22, 134A, 135A, 138, banknote sets - most correctly identified;
145-155, 156-63, 165-166, 182-191, 212-218, 219-29, 230-242, 244, 246-60, 262, 275, 276A-78, 285-93, 294-99,
300-313, 323-30, 331-341, 392-96, 397-404, 414-21, 468-80, 523, 551-72 (mint and used), 614-21, 658-79 mint,
Farleys, C1-6 mint, C13-C15, C18, E1-12, F1 NH, Q1-12 mint and used. Usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, A decent collection with high Scott value and contains many desirable high values.

Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
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14 HH/H/m U.S., Collection, 1847-2014.  Mounted in 10 Volume American Heirloom Collection containing a decent
selection of classics to modern issues, 13 stamps with certificates, better items including used: 1-2, 7, 9 with PSE
graded 80J certificate, 10, 12, 14, 17, 30, 30A, 36, 37, 67-72, 76-78, 87, 89, 97, 100, 112-21, 134, 135, 145-52, 154-55,
156-66, 182-91 - most banknotes correctly identified, 218, 228-29, 238-39, 264-76, 312, 341-42, and mint consisting of:
214, 221, 230-35, 236, 287, 288, 294-99, 300-9, 323-27, 330, 376 plate number strip of 3, 393 pair, 400A, 405-7, 412
pair, 415, 424-39 (6c with PSE graded 80 NH certificate), 447, 453 pair, 457 pair, 459, 468-78, 479 sound PF certificate,
498-18 (502 with PSE graded 90 NH certificate, 505 - 5c error in 2c block of 9), 523, 524 with photocopy of Weiss
certificate, 547, 525-30, 528 plate block of 6, 531-34A (534A with APS certificate), 540 plate block of 6, 541, 551-73, 578 
with Weiss certificate, 579, 581-90, 599A, 614-21, 630, 634A with NH Weiss certificate, 658-79, 803-34, 1030-53,
Legends of the West Recalled sheet, Imperforate Bugs Bunny, C1-C31, plus over $4,000 worth of face value postage,
used and o.g., some never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great “bread and butter” collection with key - high
values in the classics and high level of completion of modern issues. Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

15 H/m/) U.S., Specialized 1920-29 Issues.  Housed in 4 albums, spectacular holding of the 1922-1925 flat plate
printing, the 1922 perf 10’s, and the 1920’s commemorative issues meticulously assembled in four overflowing albums;
one man’s lifetime dedication to purchasing the finest singles, blocks and plate blocks of each of these popular issues;
including covers, booklet panes and even a few first days; we cannot recall ever offering an intact specialized collection
containing so many choice stamps all in one lot; the 1922 flats are simply amazing, with “XF” being the norm with
numerous Superb examples found throughout the pages; even though many of the stamps are modestly priced at only
a few dollars, the collector who formed this collection took the extra time to select multiple examples of the same stamp
as long as they were Extremely Find or better; from dozens of 551’s, to a full sheet of 552, you’ll find a plethora of great
stamps, including 6 examples of 572 and 3 of 573; the imperfs, 575-577 are well represented with huge JUMBO’s
including huge margined centerline blocks; the tough perf 10’s, Scott #581-591 are well represented with handpicked
examples with unusually large margins; there’s a magnificent selection of coil stamps 597-606 - all handpicked in
singles, pairs and strips - we have never seen such a beautiful group; the commemoratives in these books include some 
gorgeous Victory issue #537 including a plate block; there’s a lovely selection of 1920 Pilgrims 548-550, including a
GEM #550 with P.F. certificate; the Harding Memorial issue is extremely well represented with blocks, plate blocks and
covers of 610-612, including some enormous margined 611 center line blocks that are quite elusive in this quality; there
are choice 614-616 sets, some better 617-619 sets along with plate blocks of 619; there are three choice White Plains
souvenir sheets; you won’t find a bad stamp in the bunch, as the collector who assembled this collection had a keen eye
for quality; a great lot for any collector looking to further expand this impressive collection, and a “must have” for any
dealer on the prowl for an extraordinary group of top quality stamps to buy and break down for inventory; bid high on this
lot as we promise you won’t be disappointed, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

16 H/m U.S., Collection, 1847-1963.  In Scott National album, 19th century is mostly used, 20th century is mint and
used, notable used items incl: 1-2 (both with manuscript cancels, #2 with APS certificate), 7 strip of 3, 9, 12, 13, 15 pair,
17, 18, 20, 22, 25, 28, 29, 30A, 67-72, 76-78, 83 with Weiss certificate, 85, 87, 90 with APS certificate, 95-100 (97 with
Weiss certificate, 112-22, 134A, 135A, 137, 138, banknote sets - most correctly identified; 145-51, 153-155, 156-63,
165-166, 182-191, 218, 219-29, 230-242, 246-60, 264-275, 285-93, 294-99, 300-313, 323-30, 397-404, 424-40, 460,
478-80, 523 and 658-79. Usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a good meaty collection, great for
expansion, or with plenty of great items for breakdown into individual sales. Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

17 HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1964.  Mounted in a Lighthouse album on hingeless pages, better used
with four margin #1, 12, 17, 36B, 38, 71-72, 112, 114-117, 119-121, 134-144, 156-166, 218, 241, 291-292, mint
includes 30A, 113, 212-214, 217, 219-229, 230-240, 242, 323-327, 328-330, 369, 397-403, useful Washington
Franklins, White Plains sheet, Kansas Nebraska complete, Prexies complete, Liberty issue complete, C1-C6,
C13-C15LH, C18, Q1-6, Q9, K4-K7, CSA issues, plus Brookman’s three volume “Postage Stamps of the 19th Century,
with tons of readily sale able stamps, enormous catalog value, F.-V.F. Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

18 HH/H U.S., Definitive Issue Collection, 1880-2014.  Mounted in seven White Ace albums, includes 208, 239, 242,
255-256, 300-308, excellent Washington Franklins, 479-480, 524, 551-573, Kansas Nebraska complete, Prexies
complete, Liberty issue complete, Prominent Americans complete, E11, K1, K3, K7, K10, K14, line pairs 447, 597-599,
dozens of booklet panes, truly a magnificent collection with fresh eye popping colors, a few condition issues, what was
examined was o.g., hinged or never hinged, but the majority are F.-V.F., worth a long inspection.

Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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19 H/m U.S., Tremendous Top Quality Collection.  Neatly housed in Scott Schaubek Hingeless album; featuring a
wide array of better stamps selected for color and centering by an avid philatelist; highlights include a nice selection of
the imperforate 1851 issue including a choice 7 pair, a lovely 12, a scarcer 13, and a very pretty 17 with a red town
cancellation; 1857 perforated issues include 30A (2) and a lovely 37; there’s a premium example of Scott #40 - the 1
cent 1875 reprint; 1861 issues include 70 73, and 76; from 1888 forward the collection is mostly unused and includes
choice never hinged examples of 206-207 and 210; 223-224, 230-235, 246, 248, and 250; there’s select never hinged
examples of 264-270, 282 and a lovely mint 284 in pristine mint condition; the 1898 Trans-Mississippi issues are
complete to the 10 cent value 285-290, 1901 Pan-Ams include 294-297 and 299; there’s a lovely selection of the 1909
commemoratives including 369 bluish paper; there’s a pristine mint 332a booklet pane of 6, 343-347 in singles and
pairs, 357-58 bluish papers, some better 1914-1915 rotary press coils including 454 and a certified 455 pair, the
1918-1920 offsets are complete 525-530 along with 531-534 and 535; there’s a complete set of the 1923 perf 10’s
581-591 along with the coils 597-606 including the scarcer type II 599A single; there’s an outstanding 630 White Plains
sheet in immaculate mint condition along with an extraordinary set of the 1929 Kansas-Nebraska overprints 658-679;
the 1938 Presidentials are complete and choice; Back of the Book is just as nice as the front of the book with a nice
selection of better mint stamps including an attractive C18; Special Delivery include a regummed E1, a choice never
hinged E3, along with lovely examples of E5-8; there’s a choice F1 Registration stamp along with a couple 1912 Parcel
Post issues Q8-9, plus a complete set of the Parcel Post Postage Dues issues JQ1-5; as the quality of this extraordinary
collection is not typically seen as a collection lot, we urge viewers to carefully evaluate the plethora of choice never
hinged stamps contained in this impressive volume; there’s no junk or filler included to pump up the value - just choice
stamp after choice stamp handpicked by the collector who took the time to assemble this wonderful collection, o.g. or
without gum, F.-V.F. Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

20 H/m U.S., Collection, 1847-1965.  Mounted in H.E. Harris Liberty album. Highlights include: 1, 7, 9, 15 (2), 17, 20,
29, 30A, 32-33, 36, 37, 38, 68-72, 76-78, 90-91, 96-98, 100, 112-22, 145-55, 162-63, 182-91, 219-29, 230-43, 264-76A, 
285-93 (some mint values including $2), 294-99 (mixed mint and used), 300-12 (some middle values are mint),
397-404, 414-23, 479-80, 500, 505, 523, 532-34A, E1-13, Q1-12, JQ1-5 (lower values mint), J6-7, J20-21, J28, mixed
mint and used officials: O2-7, O9, O19-24, O26-30, O35-45, O47-56, O57-66, mixed Treasury and War - mixed soft or
hard paper sets, RW1-67, Confederate mixed mint and used 1-8, Mint: 614-21, 630, 658-79, 803-34, 1030-53, C13-15,
C18, J23-24, J26, J56, K1-18 (a few middle and low values are used). Condition and centering are somewhat mixed,
with a good share of the more difficult key values, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a good opportunity to pick up a decent
high Scott value collection. Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

21 H/m U.S., 4¢ Lincoln Definitives Exhibition Collection, 1890-1903.  An outstanding array of 133 4¢ Lincoln
items mounted and described on 13 exhibition pages, formed over decades by a meticulous collector. It includes 3 plate
blocks including Philippines (220), 7 plate number strips, UPU Congress overprint, imperforate pairs and block,
misperfs, mint blocks, two Roosevelt die proofs, interesting cancellations, shade varieties, double transfers, Guam test
print plus Guam block, Philippines inverted, Banholtz “O.B.” in mint block plus “O.B.” blocks in red and blue, plus other
items too numerous to list. Condition is generally F-VF with a few faults. Perfect for the specialist collector or dealer.

Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

22 H/m U.S., Deceivingly Valuable Collection.  Hinged on tattered old time album pages, loaded with an enormous
amount of value and better stamps; highlights include 1870’s Banknotes to the 90 cent Perry, 156-166, 182-191 and
206-218; 1893 Columbians to the 50 cent 230-240; some decent 1894-1895 bureau issues including 261A and 276;
1898 Trans-Mississippis to the 50 cent 285-291; the Washington-Franklins are particularly well represented with some
excellent stamps to be found; there are 414-423 complete in select mint condition; 424-439 nicely centered; 498-518,
and valuable 523-524; there’s a nice hinged set of the 1929 Kansas-Nebraska issues 658-679; then there’s an
extraordinary group of choice Back of the book issues including Airmails C1-C6; Special Delivery issues; some nice
used Postage Dues, a complete set of U.S. Offices in China K1-K18 that catalog for over $2,000 as a set; many better
Official stamps both mint and used including a nice group of 1873 Interior issues, Justice issues, Navy dept. issues, and
Treasury dept. complete; a wonderful set of the 1912 Parcel Post Issues Q1-Q12 that catalog for nearly $1,000;
complete Parcel Post Postage due JQ1-5; a handful of Confederate States brings this impressive holding to a close;
spend a few minutes figuring this lot - you’ll be glad you did, although the old tattered pages don’t look like much, the
choice stamps hinged to those pages are exceptionally choice, ex-Worcester. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

23 HH U.S., Mint Commemorative Collection, 1940-2014.  Housed in twenty White Ace albums, appears
complete for period, includes recalled Legends of the West sheet, Bugs Bunny imperf sheet, loads of high value
postage, be sure to come and review this one, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.

Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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24 m U.S., Used Collection, 1851-1965.  Mounted in a Scott National album, a nice old time collection includes 29, 
36, 70, 71, 116, useful large Bank Notes, a few with better cancels, 243, 245, 291-292, 369, 479-480, Kansas complete
less 662 & 663, Nebraska complete, C1, C3-C6, E1-E12, J21, good Officials, mint & used CSA stamps, with many extra
pairs and cancels, a delightful and valuable collection, examination is a must, F.-V.F. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

25 HH/H U.S., Mint Collection, 1893-1970.  Mounted on pages, an exciting lot that includes 230-234, 236-240,
285-287, 289-290, 294-299, 323-325, 327, 328-330, 400, 692-701, plate blocks 740-749 & 756-765, mint blocks and
plate blocks complete the period, C1-C6 NH except for C2 hinge remnants, C13 plate number single NH, C14-C15 LH,
a chance to fill in some holes in your stock, reviewing is encouraged, F.-V.F. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

26 HH/H/m U.S., Exciting Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1990.  Mounted in four Davo hingeless albums, used includes
#1 & 2 both with red cancels, 12, 14-15, 17, 30A, 36-38, 63-72, 73-78, 79, 112-122, 241-242, C1-C6, Q1-Q12, nice mint
& used Officials, mint 39, 572-573, White Plains sheet, nice sale able items throughout, please review, F.-V.F.

Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

27 H/m/) U.S., Neatly Displayed Collection.  Very attractive and well presented collection neatly housed in Scott’s
National album; highlights include 1845 New York Postmaster Provisional 9X1; 1847 issues include large margined
examples of #’s 1 and 2 each lightly cancelled; some better 1851 imperfs including 7, 9, and 14; the 1861 Civil War
issues include two examples of #72, along with some attractive proofs of these issues; 1869 Pictorials include 24 cent
Scott #120; Banknote issues include 153-155, 182-191, and an unused appearing #218; the 1893 Columbians are mint
or used to the 15 cent value along with a used 240; there’s a nice used selection of the 1902 regular issues and a nice
selection of Washington-Franklins; back of book include some decent Airmail issues, including a nice C18; some more
modern Airmail plate blocks and partial sheets; Special Deliveries are complete used; there’s a nice F1 Registration
stamp; a good group of Postage Dues in used condition along with some interesting used Officials including a very
elusive unused example of O68 - the $2 State Dept. issue, genuine example with disturbed o.g.; there are used Parcel
Post and Revenue issues, nothing earth shattering, but attractively displayed; finally there’s a small selection of
Confederate States stamps and covers, including an impressive group of shades on CSA #11-12’s, from light blue to
dark blue; a worthwhile collection that’s worth a look, o.g. or without gum or used. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

28 H/m U.S., Substantial Collection & Accumulation.  An extensive & useful collection housed in a few Harris
albums with coverage to the mid-1980’s. We note an excellent range of better mint items like #217, 219-226, 230-240,
285-291, 249-299, 300-309, 323-327, 397-400A, 401-404, 551-573, some better Washington Franklins, Kansas
Nebraska, & long runs of regular issues from there with substantial face value, etc. Additionally better BOB issues are
present like mint C1-C6, C13-C15 (a lovely set with certs), C18 & much more. Also included are sorted used issues, a
highly complete U.N. collection, Very Fine. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

29 H/m U.S., Collection, 1847-1938.  In two Lighthouse albums on quadrille pages, featuring a nice variety of shades 
and cancels with better issues used: 1 (2), 14-15, 17, 18, 28, 30A, 32, 36, 36b, 37, 37a, group of 65 with various shades
and unusual cancels, 65P, 68 (5), 69 (2), 70/78 group (6 shades), 71-72, 75, 76, 76a (2), 85, 86, 89 (2), 90, 91 (2), 96-98,
112-21, 138, banknotes (145-55, 156-63, 165-66, 182-90) mostly correctly identified, 212-18, 230-38 (some mint), 240,
242, 285-91, 523, mint: 328-30, 400, 570-72, 634 long ear variety in block of 9 and 803-34. Condition appears mixed,
many great singles to pull out for individual sale, generally F.-V.F. appearance, ex-Worcester.

Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

30 H/m U.S., Mint and Used Collection, 1921-86.  On quadrille pages in six albums, full of interesting stamps that
quickly add up in value, with used highlights that include: 545-46, 579 with PF cert, 658-79, C1-6, C18 Zeppelin Flight
cover, E1-11, J1-7, J15-21, J22-28, J37, J50, J58, and mint highlights: 630, 658-79, 803-34, C4-6, C13-15, J36, K1-18
and PR114-25, generally F.-V.F., plenty of better material lurking throughout and should probably be seen to be
appreciated. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

31 H/m U.S., Specialty Collection, 1847-1987.  A total of nine Scott U.S. albums, consisting of: 3 albums of
commemorative singles and blocks from early 20th century to 1987, three albums of plate blocks from early 20th
century to 1987 and 3 albums of better singles, with better mint singles: 230-41, 294-99, 630, 658-79, Farley’s, 1030-53, 
C1-3, C6, C14, C18 NH, some decent cut squares, used: 1, 9, 112-16, 300-11, some early revenues and a good
selection of mint and used Possessions, generally F.-V.F. appearance. A good value collection with plenty of better
items plus hundreds and hundreds of dollars worth of face value postage. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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32 HH U.S., Mint Early Commemorative Collection, 1893-1939.  Mounted in a White Ace album, with 230-237,
239, 285-287, 294-299, 323-327, 328-330, 397-400, 401-402, 548-550, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, good Farleys,
tremendous break up value, examine please, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.

Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

33 HH/H/m U.S., Mostly 20th Century Premium Group.  On dealer retail cards full of attractive and sound stamps
consisting of mint: 223 (2), 230 (5 NH), 231 (3 NH), 234, 235, 302 (3), 303 (2), 305, 306, 307, 337 (3), 334 NH, 310, 327
(2 NH with plate number), 338 (3 o.g.), 339 (1 NH, 3 o.g.), 340 (2), 357 NH, 376 (1 NH, 3 o.g.), 378 NH, 379, 381, 394,
396, 398, 410 (NH pair and line pair), 411 o.g. line pair, 412 NH, 416 (3), 418 (5), 419, 431 NH, 434 NH, 435 NH, 442 (2
NH pairs), 489 NH line pair, 502b o.g., a group of 4¢-6¢ perf 11 Washington’s with plate number singles, 516 (3 NH), 571 
(2 NH, 3 o.g.), 572 (2 VLH), 584 NH, 589 NH, 591 NH, 692-701, 723 (2 NH line pairs), 752 cross gutter block, 834,
839-51 (3 NH pairs), a group of Prexy coil pairs and line pairs, J3, used 242, 30A, a lovely quality group that is sure to be
a pleasure to break down, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

34 H U.S., Better Plate Block Collection.  Consisting of 182 o.g./NH plate block of 12, 230 NH imprint and plate
number block of 10, 285 NH large top plate block of 8, 295 NH imprint top and right corner block of 8 with interesting
inscription around the corner, 704-15 NH (2 sets), 756-65 (2 sets, both tops, normal and “F”), 756-65 center line block of
4 set, 832-34 NH, C7-C9 NH, C18 NH, C24 NH, C24 NH plate block of 8, C25-31 NH (2 sets), previous dealers retail
prices add up to almost $9,000, a bargain at our conservative estimate, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

35 HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-2000.  Mounted in a Scott National album, used includes 7, 9, 24, 35, 70,
71, 77, 145-153, 156-165, 182-191, 239, 275-276, 294-299, 323-327, useful Washington Franklins, 397-404, mint
includes 548-550, 614-616, 551-573, White Plains sheet, Kansas Nebraska overprints, Prexies complete, Liberty Issue 
complete, useful and sale able material with many better cancels on the Bank Notes, inspection encouraged, F.-V.F.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

36 HH/H/m U.S., Mostly Used Collection, 1847-2011.  Housed in a Scott National and a Scott Specialty album, better
used includes #1 with three margins close at top, 7, 9, 10, 14, 15, 30, 31, 36, 37, 60, 71, 72, 77, 78, great selection of
grilled stamps, 112-117, 119-121, 145-155 with some better cancels, 212-218, 230-240, 278, 291, 323-327, useful
Washington Franklins, 397-404, 413 used guide line pair with 2002 PF certificate, Kansas Nebraska overprints
complete, mint with White Plains sheet, a formidable lot that should do well broken up, may be a few condition issues,
but overall F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

37 HH/H U.S., Mint Booklet Pane Collection, 1903-30.  Mounted on Scott pages, includes 319g, 319p, 331a, 332a
(2), 374a (2), 375a with positions A-D, H-J, 405b positions D, H, J, 406a positions C,D,H-J, 424d positions B, K, 425e
positions A, M, 463a positions B, I, 502b (2), C10a, many are NH, close inspection required, F.-V.F. Scott $4,000+
(Owner’s). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

38 HH/H U.S., Mint Commemorative Collection, 1893-1992.  Mounted in a Minkus All American album, basically
complete for period less the Columbian & Trans Mississippi issues, contains 230-240, 285-291, 294-299, 323-327,
328-330, 369, 397-404, 548-550, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, White Plains sheet, then complete to 1992, with plenty of
face available, an excellent money maker, inspection invited, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

39 HH/H U.S., Collection, 1854-2013.  Mounted in three H.E. Harris Liberty album with huge amount of face value,
well worth our conservative estimate, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

40 HH/H/m U.S., Collection, 1857-1954.  In Scott International blue binder on Vintage reproduction one-sided pages
through 1940, International US pages for Part II afterwards; scattered collection with mixed condition in early material,
including, used:: #20, 92, 145, 150, 157, 188; Mint average original gum Columbian #236-39; center of collection is mint
NH: #630, #C13-15 fine-very fine NH plate number singles; also includes back-of-the-book, postage dues, some cut
squares, revenues; could be a real bargain! generally Fine. 2016 Scott $6,700 (Owner’s). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

41 HH/Ha U.S., Phenomenal Prexy Plate Number Collection.  Probably around 2,000 nearly all different plate blocks, 
booklet panes and coil strips with plate number singles, forming an interesting specialized collection that would really be 
perfect to build upon on supplement your Presidential collection, unchecked for better plate numbers and well centered
singles, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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42 H/m/) U.S., Collection of Mostly 20th Century Starter Collections.  In 7 albums and 1 stockbook. Highlights
include (mint o.g. unless noted otherwise): 230-37, 233, 235, 294-99, 323-25, 551-71, 614-21 (2 sets of singles and
blocks of 4), 692-701 (2), 704-15 set of blocks of 4, a stockbook containing various positions of Farley’s, 803-34,
1030-53, C10a, JQ1-5, some Stationary including a used Well Fargo entire. A nice little lot with plenty of little treasures
adding up to decent value throughout, generally F.-V.F., ex-Worcester. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

43 m U.S., Quality Collection Balance, 1851-1930.  Hand selected for freshness of color, impression & cancels,
includes 14, 15, 17, 20, 24, 30A, 36, 37, 71 (3), 76, 153, Bank Notes, Bureaus, private perf issues, Washington
Franklins, Kansas overprints complete, Nebraska 1¢-5¢ & 8¢, one in a million collection, be sure and check it out,
tremendous potential awaiting you, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000

44 HH/H U.S., Specialized Booklet Pane Stock.  Part of one of the most comprehensive specialized stocks we’ve
seen, includes many classic panes with high Furman retail, hundreds of panes in quantity, dealers old inventory list is
included, stock is carefully organized and labeled in glassines from a detail oriented dealer, containing 405b, 424d
(50+), 462a (25+), 498e (60+), 501b, 502b, some better positions, including many of the Presidentials with plate
numbers, F.-V.F., viewing is recommended to properly evaluate. Estimate $750 - 1,000

45 HH/H U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1930’s-40’s.  Mounted on pages with a bit of duplication, includes 803-31 NH
(2), 833 NH, 834 NH (2), 859-93 NH, C20-31 NH, etc., generally fresh, F.-V.F. Estimate $600 - 800

46 H/m U.S., Vintage Era Mint or Used Collection.  Assembled on old Harris pages, predominately used & quite
well filled from #1 on, including useful 1851 & 1857 issues, several better 1869 pictorials, good Banknotes, Bureaus &
early commemoratives & highly complete from the 1920’s to 1970’s. Owner states a current catalog value of over
$10,000.00 & we don’t doubt it; mixed condition, still worth a careful inspection, F.-V.F. Estimate $600 - 800

47 HH U.S., Mint NH Plate Block Collection, 1908-31.  28 NH plate blocks, includes 344, 370, 397, 409, 425, 483,
526, 531, 537, 540, 583, 627, 629, 695-696, terrific addition to your stock, inspection is suggested, what was checked
was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000 (Owner’s). Estimate $500 - 750

48 H/m U.S., Collection, 1851-1975.  In Scott National album, mostly used to 1923, mostly mint after, better include:
7, 17, 151, various banknotes, 187-90, 230-40, 246-60, 264-75, 285-91, early 20th century commemoratives,
Washington / Franklins, 548-50, 589-91, 614-21, 658-79, 692-701, 1920’s-30’s commemoratives, Liberty set, C1, C3,
C6, C18, some special deliveries and early dues, usual mixed condition, generally Fine. Estimate $400 - 600

49 H/m U.S., Useful Collection.  In 2 Scott Specialty albums, going to the 1980s, housed in a clean pair of
serviceable albums. As expected the earlies are mostly used & include some useful Banknotes & Bureau issues, part
sets of the early commemoratives, then building from the Washington-Franklins on, with lots of good mint from the
1920s., mostly F.-V.F., a worthwhile lot, examine. Estimate $400 - 500

50 HH/H U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1925-60.  Mounted on hingeless pages in a Scott Specialty album, includes
627, 628, 644, 654, 655, 712-715, 833, C7-C9, C21-C22, C25-C31, C46, a good looking lot, F.-V.F.

Estimate $300 - 400

51 H/m/) U.S., Lincoln Exhibit Collection Page Balance.  Formed by a longtime Lincoln collector and perfect for
expansion or resale, includes stamps such as Scott used 137 and 369 2c bluish paper with straight edge and a used pair 
of imperforate coil 1058b, fancy cancels, unused $50 Documentary (R247), flown Zeppelin cover with $1.00 Lincoln
Memorial (571), several interesting covers and a few foreign covers are noted, ex-Landau. Estimate $300 - 400

52 HH/H U.S., Mint Collection, 1925-50.  Small but meaty collection mounted in a Scott albums, includes blocks of
four 534A, 585-590, plate blocks Prominent Americans complete, Americana issue complete, singles C4-C6 NH, C18,
plate blocks C25-C31, with plenty of other sale able items, great lot for the bourse or internet dealer, F.-V.F.

Estimate $300 - 400

53 HH/H U.S., Mint Collection, 1893-1975.  Mounted in four White Ace albums, mint includes 236-237, 285, 294, 324,
548-550, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, 551-565, Prexies complete, C4, C18, a great starter collection, please inspect,
F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400
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54 HH/H U.S., Small Plate Block Collection.  On White Ace pages, containing 632-42 (without 634A), 803-34 and
1030-53, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400

55 HH/H/m U.S., Attractive Mostly Mint Collection to the Late 1980s.  A very neatly assembled collection in a very
clean Harris album which also includes some 1920’s to 1930’s era plate blocks as well. We note mostly used classics,
then on to good runs of mint including a nice White Plains sheet, Prexies, loads of face value material & more. Neat fresh 
lot, F.-V.F., examine. Estimate $300 - 400

56 H/m U.S., Collection Balance.  Mostly used pre-1940s issues in a small stock book including some useful
airmails, Wash-Franklins to $1, parcel post to 75c, etc. and some items of note: 226P5 pair, 834 LH, C3 precancelled
(10), etc., usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300

57 H/m U.S., Collection Balances.  In a Scott Specialty and a Minkus album containing a good selection of $20-$50
sets and singles including mint 614-21, 692-701, Farley’s and Q9, that just need a little time to completely break down,
generally F.-V.F. appearance. Estimate $200 - 300

Fancy Cancels

58 m U.S., Fancy Cancels, Incredible Lifetime Balance Including Reference Items.  Comprising of many
hundreds of individual items, each displayed on a card within a plastic sleeve, identified and priced for retail, includes
colors, geometrics, targets, New York Foreign Mail, shields, letters, numerals, pictorial, you-name-it and its likely
contained within, also included is a questionable group for reference which is in various stages of research, a useful and 
valuable holding for the reseller or cancellation enthusiast, small faults as one might expect as the owner was going
after clarity and completeness of each strike/cancel, careful inspection will provide a nice return even at our top estimate 
range, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

59 m U.S., Fancy Cancel Stock.  Over 160 quality hand picked fancy cancels including 11 Chicopee MA 6 point
star of David, 11 with Lyre, 11 with Canton, Ms Odd Fellow’s, 26 with Blue Running Deer, 63 Skull and Crossbones,
63/68 NYFM, 63 Fancy Star, 68 - 30 in circle, 68 with red paint cancel, 71 circle of wedges and red transit, 73 with red
insect cancel, 73 blue Bee or insect cancel, 75 with San Francisco cog cancel, 89 with Steamship, 112 circle of V’s, 113
insect cancel, 114 with large bold “US”, 114 with Waterbury Beer Mug, 149 with Animal Head (Cole AN-28), 151 with
bold red, 152 NYFM, 158 bold negative “76", 159 face cancel, 160 (20 stamps) with various NYFM, 162 grid, 183 Man
with Sword, 184 large Sun Smile Face, 214 Baby, 206 with Glen Allen, VA star, 209 with Entwined ”US", 158 with
Waterbury 4 Hearts inward (Rohloff J7 - RR), stamps were picked for their cancels rather than condition, so faults
should be expected, but overall generally decent quality stock with many lovely cancels that will be sure to please,
previous dealers retail price over $12,000, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

60 m U.S., Fancy Cancel Selection.  Over one hundred stamps, includes eleven 114s with a red, a blue and an
outline star cancel, Indian head on a 145, with stars, geometrics, NYFM, colored, Shanghai on a 189, a little research
should result in excellent returns, please examine, F.-V.F. Estimate $400 - 600

61 m U.S., Fancy Cancels on 3¢ 1861-67.  Over two hundred fancy cancels on 3¢ 1861 & grilled stamps, includes
fourteen “Paid”s, eleven stars, eleven colored, with individual items such as Hingham “Bat” (S-E PA-Bt 1), Hartford WI
four pointed star (S-E ST-4P &), Bonds Village MA “Paid in Star” (S-E ST-C 18), and Media PA “Pine Tree” (S-E PP-T 1), 
a rocking collection with huge break up value, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

62 m U.S., Fancy Cancels on 3¢ Banknotes.  Over four hundred fifty fancy cancels on 3¢ Banknotes, better
include Masonics, stars, colored, “Spe’cial Del’very”, geometrics, shield, “JDY” (Cole EL-166) Blairstown NJ, “Top Hat”
(Cole HA-7) Danbury CT, leaves, pinwheels, targets, ellipses, numerals and letters, a fantastic grouping that gets better 
looking with every viewing, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000

63 m U.S., Fancy Cancels on 6¢ Banknotes.  Over fifty fancy cancels on 6¢ Banknotes, with large and small
leaves, purple star in circle, “B” in circle of “V”s, coloreds, targets, geometrics, NYFM GE-EN6, letters, some premium
items in this lot, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400

64 m U.S., Fancy Cancels on 2¢ Brown & Vermilion Banknotes.  Includes ten #146 and over one hundred ten
vermilions, browns includes letter “K” (Cole-LK-10), and a “Star in Star”, vermilions include patent, targets, leaves, circle 
of arrow heads, stars, geometrics, numerals, and letters, great condition, please review, F.-V.F.Estimate $250 - 350
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65 m U.S., Fancy Cancels on 1¢ Banknotes.  Over one hundred thirty 1¢ Banknotes, #s 145//212, includes stars,
Maltese Crosses, “Prison Bars”, “Bowtie”, geometrics, targets, numerals in ellipses, a wonderful lot that should have
huge potential, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300

66 m U.S., Fancy Cancels on 2¢ Banknotes.  A truly marvelous collection of over three hundred and seventy five
fancy cancels on #210, includes Harry Nichols (Cole STU-74) Ann Arbor MI, “I Am Harry Nichols (Cole ML-49) Ann
Arbor MI, Kicking Mule (Cole AN-11), ”US Mail (Cole US-29), stars, numerals, letters, Wheel of Fortunes, targets, all
types of stars, ellipses, letters, Maltese Crosses, leaves, break up value is enormous, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000

67 m U.S., Fancy Cancels on 2¢ Green Banknotes.  A collection of over one hundred forty fancy cancels on
#213, includes Maltese Crosses,stars, colored, targets, wheel of fortunes, ellipses, great collection fro the specialist,
F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300

68 m U.S., Fancy Cancels on Small Bureau Issues.  Over four hundred fifty fancy cancels on 1¢ and 2 stamps,
better include propeller, star in star, colored, scarab, targets, geometrics, letters, “USPO”, stars, wheel of fortunes,
anchor, “US Mail”, compass, Maltese Cross, a superior lot, examination is urged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

69 m U.S., Fancy Cancels on Columbians.  Over one hundred ninety fancy cancels on Columbians, includes
coloreds, Indian Territory, stars, diamonds, targets, letters, geometrics, Maltese crosses, “Skull & Crossbones”,
excellent break down value for a very popular issue, inspection is recommended, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

70 m U.S., Fancy Cancels on 2¢ Bureau Issues.  Over fifty fancy cancels, includes “1902 Ohio Centennial” oval,
railroad station, targets, geometrics, a nice lot for the specialist, have a look-see, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300

71 m U.S., Fancy Cancels on 20th Century Stamps.  Of over two hundred and fifty fancy cancels, includes
letters, better precancels, stars, small collection of love related town names, some truly scarce material present, F.-V.F.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

Errors, Freaks and Oddities

72 HH/H/m U.S., Better EFOs.  Over 300 quality singles and blocks, consisting of (never hinged unless noted otherwise): 
284 LH underinked, 295 fast train, 296 vignette shift up, 498 o.g. imperf between, 515 o.g. strip of 3 misperfed, 634 block 
of 4 with ink spill, 684 pair misperfed, 804 block of 16 with large ink smear, 1213 LH pair with gutter between, 1252 blue
omitted, 1338F used imperf strip of 3, 1518b with PF certificate, 1518c precancelled pair, 1712-15 diagonally
misperfed, 1753 blue missing, 1525b, 1616a, 1716a, 1729a block of 4, 1822a, 1853pw imperf pair, 1895b, 2064a,
2126b, 2135a, 2154a, 2261a, 2283d, 2421a, 2431 imperf vertical pair, 2453a, 2492b, 2567c, 2889a, 3054a, 3477a, Q3
misperfed, U605e black omitted, high quality stock that will be sure to please, previous dealers retail price over $15,000, 
o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

73 H U.S., EFO Accumulation.  Approximately 250 pieces (singles, and blocks) arranged on dealer black cards,
containing an unusual assortment of imperfs, color shifts, color missing, dramatic perf shifts, dry prints, 498 dramatic
foldover single, 525 - two blocks with dramatic perf shifts, 672 shifted Nebraska overprint nearly off of stamp, 1610
group of 20 stamps with dramatic dark brown candle color shift, 2915Ah (4 pairs) and more, a generally clean collection,
generally F.-V.F., examination encouraged. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

74 HH/H U.S., EFO Accumulation.  Approximately 90 better pieces (singles, and blocks) arranged on dealer black
cards, containing an unusual assortment of imperfs, color shifts, color missing, dramatic perf shifts, dry prints, several
double paper tape splice blocks, 504 misperfed block of 4, 513 NH misperfed plate block of 6, 525 misperfed block of 15, 
530 double impression block of 8, 561 misperf block of 4, 583 large over inking spill on block of 10, 689 misperfed block
of 4, 806 misperfed block of 4, 833 vignette shift, 1254-7 misperfed block of 4, 1283B misperfed block of 4, 1299b imperf
line strip of 6, 1484a, 1584 pair with horizontal gutter, 1618 imperf strip of 6, 1702a, 1717-20 misperfed block of 4, 1729a 
imperf block of 4, 1735 diagonally misperfed strip of 5, 1789c with PF cert, 1843a imperf block of 4 with plate number,
1844 diagonally misperfed strip of 6, 1863f horizontal strip of 4 imperf between,1869 misperfed plate block of 4, 1891a
imperf imperf plate number 5 strip of 5, 1908 misperfed plate number 2 strip of 5, 2022a misperfed block of 4, 2026a
imperf block of 4, 2048-51 misperfed block of 4, BK153a (2198-2201b x2 booklets), 2238a solvent smear block of 4,
2238b black omitted block of 4, 2280a imperf and miscut strip of 6 (x2), 2440 misperf block of 4, 2618 misperfed block of
4, 2782a, 2915Ah imperf strip of 6, E15 double paper slice, S3 misperfed block of 6, a lovely group of better EFO’s with
an owners retail value of over $8,000, generally F.-V.F., examination encouraged. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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75 HH/H U.S., EFO Accumulation.  Over 250 pieces (singles, and blocks) arranged on black dealer stock sheets,
containing an unusual assortment of misperfs and color shifts with minor duplication, but many different, a generally
clean group with plenty of retail value, generally F.-V.F., examination encouraged. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

76 HH/H U.S., EFO Sheet Accumulation.  Mostly sheets, consisting of 807 sheet with double paper splice, 1236 with
plate smear along left row of sheet, 1297 sheet with large plate smear, 1405 sheet with progressive color shift, 1529
sheet with slight color shift, 1749-52 diagonal misperfed plate block of 16, owners retail value $2,400, o.g., mostly never
hinged, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

77 HH/H U.S., EFOs Stock, 1860-2000.  120+ items, with misperfs, misregistered, over inked, under inked, includes
O74 with captured partial imprint, C25 gutter snipe, a great lot at great price, what more can you ask for?? please
review, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400

Airmail and Other Back-of-the-Book

78 H/m U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Valuable Holding.  A very impressive holding of U.S. back of the book issues
neatly presented on Scott National pages; includes a complete set of Airmail issues with a select mint set of the 1930
Zeppelin issues C13-C15; along with a lovely unused set of C1-C6 and even a used Lindbergh booklet pane of 3
(without tab); the Special Deliveries are complete except for the scarcer E4, but include well centered examples of
E1-E3, and E5-E11, including GEM quality examples of E9 and E10 - both with boardwalk margins; the Postage Due
issues are very well represented with numerous mint and used examples, highlights include used J6-7, and a choice
mint J20 with beautiful centering; there’s a scarcer unused 36b, along with complete J38-J44 unused - there’s a
treasure trove of value hidden in these pages; the U.S. Offices in China issues are well represented with select well
centered examples of K1-K5, K6 (used), K8-K14 and a very pretty K16; the group of scarcer 1873 Official stamps is very
impressive and include O2-O9 unused, O15-O24 mint /used; some better Justice Dept issues along with Navy; Post
Office Dept. is nearly complete along with 7 attractive State Dept. issues O57-58, O60, and O62-65; the Treasury Dept.
are a bit rough, but the War Dept. issues are nice; the 1912 Parcel Post issues are complete except Q4, and include well
centered examples of Q10 and Q12; finally a small group of possessions including Porto Rico top off this impressive
holding; careful examination will yield many usable high quality stamps as the Zeppelins, the Special Deliveries and the
Shanghai overprints are all much better than normally encountered, o.g. or without gum or neatly cancelled.

Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

79 H/m U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Tremendous Collection, 1863-1995.  A brilliant lot mounted in a Scott National
album, includes C1-C6, C13, C14 on piece, pair of C18 on zeppelin flight cover, J1-J5, J22-J28, K1-K3, K5-K6,
K10-K11, K14, K17, tremendous Officials with O2-O4, Interior, Post Office, Treasury and War complete, excellent
revenues that includes R103-R118, R120, R123-R128, R134-R141, R143-R148, plus reds and greens, cut square
collection and used ducks RW1-RW50, and as a bonus five recalled Legends of the West sheets with folders, sky high
potential, inspection urged, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

80 HH/H U.S., Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1879-1960.  Mounted in a Scott Specialty album, better mint includes
C1-C6, C13-C15, C18, C10a, used includes E1-E11, J1-J7, J15-J20, J22-J28, Q1-Q12, a clean fresh collection just
begging to be broken up, come on down and have a look see, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

81 HH/H/m U.S., Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1863-1955.  Diverse lot of material, includes RI1-R!13, Battleships, red
Documentary revenues, some in quantity, Newspaper Stamps PR114-PR125, plus proofs of PN9P-PR32P, some
premium material presented for your pleasure, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200 (Owner’s). Estimate $200 - 300

82 H/) U.S., Airmail and Back-of-the-Book Collection.  Mounted in 5 White Ace albums. Highlights include (mint
o.g. unless noted otherwise): C1-6, C18 (2), C22 plate block, C24 plate block, C25-31 plate blocks, E1-3, E5-E13,
Q1-12, J1-3, J5, J78, JQ1-5, RW43-54, well over 150 Airmail first day and first flight covers to 1991 including C4 first
flights (2), C18 Graf Zeppelin Flight cover and some other early first flights. A good selection of better sets and
interesting airmail flights, generally F.-V.F., ex-Worcester. Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

83 HH U.S., Airmail, Mint Collection, 1918-2009.  Housed in a White Ace album, includes C1-C6, C10a, C13, C18,
then complete to C146, a fresh clean collection, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

84 HH U.S., Airmail, Mint Collection, 1918-50.  Includes C1-C6, C4 (6), C10 (25), C18 (2), C25-C31 (10), fresh,
clean stock, check her out, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $4,000 (Owner’s). Estimate $750 - 1,000
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85 HH U.S., Airmail, Mint Collection, 1918-50.  Includes C1-C6, C4 (6), C10 (25), C18 (2), C25-C31 (10), fresh,
clean stock, check her out, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $4,000 (Owner’s). Estimate $750 - 1,000

86 HH/H U.S., Airmail, Mint Collection, 1918-60.  A spirited lot of mint airmails, includes C1 (3) plus a block of four, C2 
(2), C3, C4, C5 (2), C6, C7-C9 top plate blocks, C10A (2), C18 (5) plus block of four, a great lot at a great price, you can’t
go wrong, please examine for NH material, F.-V.F. Estimate $600 - 800

87 H U.S., Postage Due Collection, 1879-1978.  A collection mounted on pages with many better, includes J1,
J4-J6, J15S-J21S, J16, J18-J19, J22-J23, J25-J28, J32-J33, J45-J50, tremendous catalog value, you must examine
this beauty, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

88 H/m U.S., Locals, Spectacular Reference Collection.  Approximately 1,700 stamps housed in two large Safe
albums on home-made quadrille pages, sorted by Genuine original issues and their various forgery or reprint types with
several examples of most issues, this is by far the most comprehensive collection we have seen and it would make a
fabulous showpiece for any local collection, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

89 H/m U.S., Officials, Comprehensive Specialized Collection, 1873-79.  Impressive collection on Scott National
album pages handsomely displayed in Showguard mounts; a mice mix of mint and used with an excellent array of
duplication - mostly choice used examples with interesting cancellations, along with a nearly complete set of card proofs 
including the high denomination State Department issues; this collection begins with an impressive unused set of
Agriculture issues O1-9, all with full o.g.; the scarce Executive department stamps O10-14 is complete unused most
without gum; complete Interior department in unused condition O15-24; Justice dept. nearly complete to the 30 cent
value O25-33; a few Navy dept issues; Post Office dept nearly complete except for O48; State dept well represented
O59-60, O62-67 mostly unused (90 cent used); complete Treasury O72-82; and complete War O83-93; the 1879 soft
paper issues include numerous better numbers including O102, O106-7and O109-110; there’s an interesting group of
O121-126 including used, mint, and some choice multiples; with a Scott catalog value well in excess of $10,000, this
collection gives alot of bang for the buck and would make an outstanding collection for any serious philatelist looking
forward to completing it, o.g. or without gum. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

90 H/(H) U.S., Newspaper Stamps, Marvelous Collection, 1865-97.  Nicely presented on Scott National Hingeless
pages; a valuable group of over 50 better different numbers; includes PR4a and PR8; there’s an excellent selection of
the 1875 Continentals including PR9-15, PR16, PR21, and PR23; the 1875 Special Printings include PR 41, PR46 with
P.F. certificate, and PR47-48 - lots of value in these three stamps; the 1879 American Bank Note Co. issues include
PR57-62, PR70, PR73, PR76, and PR79; some attractive 1885 issues PR81-85, and PR87; there’s numerous 1895
Bureau issues including PR102-106, and PR108; finally the complete set of 1895 watermarked issues PR114-125 is
quite attractive; some faults are to be expected on these terribly difficult newspaper stamps where faults tend to be the
norm; overall a very pleasing group that would make a nice start for any collector looking to get into this fascinating area
of collecting, o.g. or without gum, AND. Scott $23,000 + correctly counted. Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

91 H/(H) U.S., Newspaper Stamps, Scarcer Selection.  Impressive group of 34 different newspaper stamps from
1875 to 1899 on Scott pages; although the condition is a bit mixed, the catalog value is well in excess of $10,000 and we
see many usable stamps here and there; highlights include PR1 and 2, PR14-15, 17 and 19; American Bank Note Co
issues from 1879 including PR73-75, and PR78-79; there’s some better 1885 issues including PR84, and PR88; the
watermarked 1898 issue is complete PR114-125; careful examination recommended for condition, o.g, some with
glazing, or without gum. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

92 H/m U.S., Newspaper and Savings Stamps Collection.  Nice selection of better Newspaper stamps, Savings
stamps and War Savings stamps neatly displayed in Scott’s National specialty album; includes PR2-4, PR11-12, PR14, 
PR57-62, PR81-83, PR86, PR90-92, and PR114-125; mostly unused with some better and much scarcer used
examples included; along with that there’s a generous selection of Savings and War Savings stamps; a nice starter
collection containing significant value, o.g. or without gum. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

93 HH U.S., Complete Booklet Collection, 1917-2014.  Presented in four White Ace albums, includes BK55-BK57, 
BK75-BK76, BK79-BK82, BK90, BK92-BK93, BK96-BK98, then virtually complete to 2014, with many extras,
wonderful for collecting or face, well worth an aggressive bid, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Revenues

94 H/m U.S., Revenues, In-Depth Collection.  Tremendous collection of First, Second and Third issue Revenue
stamps meticulously housed in Scott’s National specialty album; a wonderful array of these popular stamps; first issue
revenues include an impressive group of imperforates up to R101a; there’s a selection of part perfs (some of which may
be dubious; the perforated first issues are nearly complete and include a lovely 4 cent Playing Card issue R21, along
with a beautiful example of R102 the perforated $200 value; Second issue revenues are well represented up to R131;
Third issue revenues are complete from R134 to R149;there’s a choice group of documentary stamps, proprietary
stamps, future delivery, along with a nice group of stock transfer stamps; a lovely collection - meticulously formed by a
discerning collector from which any prospective revenue collector could certainly expand upon, as there are plenty
things to add to this impressive holding, o.g. or without gum or neatly cancelled, F.-V.F. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

95 m U.S., Revenues - First Issue, Imperforate.  52 different including R1a, R19a, R41a, R43a (crease), R51a,
R52a, R54a-62a, R64a, R66a-76a, R81a, R82a, R85a, R86a, R88a-91a & R94a; also included are six better stamps
with suspect margins (see online photos); these are R4a, R35a, R35a, R63a, R95a & R98a, totaling $3175 in Scott, that
were not figured in the catalog value. Scott $4,100. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

96 m U.S., Revenues - First Issue, Part-Perforate.  35 different including R1b, R3b, R6b, R13b, R16b & R18b
(both with light crease), R32b, R33b, R56b, R57b, R61b, R64b & R65b; also included are four better stamps with
suspect margins (see online photos); these are the 2¢ Playing Cards, 25¢ Life Insurance, 25¢ Warehouse Receipt, 50¢
Original Process & 50¢ Probate of Will, which total $3425 in Scott, and were not figured in the catalog value. Scott
$6,200. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

97 m U.S., Revenues - First Issue, Perforated.  More than 110 different including 15 silk paper; highlights include
R2c, R14c, R17c, R41c, R51c (two shades), R76c, R77c, R83c-R98c, R100c & R101c; Silk papers include R65d (cut
cancel), R81d, R82d & R87d; condition is overall F-VF or better with only an occasional small flaw. An excellent starter
collection. Scott $3,700. Estimate $800 - 1,200

98 m U.S., Revenues - First Issue.  Exceptional balance of a high quality collection consisting of 139 stamps, 60 of 
which have handstamped cancels; the rarities are gone, but there are still los of marvelous stamps here; highlights
include Imperfs R1a, R19a, R32a, R50a, R52a, R54a-59a, R62a, R67, R70a, R89a, Part-Perf R6b and Perforated
R12c, R65c with cracked plate and red handstamped cancel, R72c, R76c, R81d, R84c-d, R86c-87c and R96c; all clean 
and F-VF or better with lots of VF-XF little gems. Scott $2,180+. Estimate $750 - 1,000

99 m U.S., Revenues - First Issue.  The backup stock for a high quality collection; several hundred stamps in a
large stockbook with emphasis on cancels and multiples, though nothing high priced and only a few Imperfs &
Part-Perfs (e.g. 23 copies of R5a, 17 with handstamped cancels); highlights include R1a (2), R4c (2), R5c (more than
400), R10c (17, 14 of them with handstamped cancels, but mostly the same one), R15c (more than 300), R16c (blocks
of 4 & 8), R19c block of 4, R38c block of 4, R55c (blocks of 4, 6 & 14 - only two large than 14 recorded), R59c (7 with
cracked plate), R64c strip of 4, R71c block of 4, R76c pair, R78c strip of 3, R81c (3 pairs), R84c (19 including numerous
shades) and R85c pair; condition is just about all clean and F-VF. A great lot for a specialist. Scott $4,000.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

100 m U.S., Revenues - Second Issue.  Comprises R103, R105-120 and R123-130; the 4¢, 6¢, 70¢, $1.30 & $20
have cut cancels and the $25 has a small thin, otherwise everything is F-VF. A great lot. Scott $3,490.

Estimate $800 - 1,200

101 m U.S., Revenues - Documentary, 1874-1940.  About 140 different including R159 (cut cancel), R160, R177,
R183, R189 (cut cancel), R191a, R224 & R228-281; just about all clean and F-VF. Scott $1,975.

Estimate $400 - 600

102 H/m U.S., Revenues - Miscellaneous Balance.  Various categories including Cigarette Tubes complete, Potato
Tax complete, Tobacco Sale Tax complete, Consular Service (20 different with RK7, 21 & RK41), Customs Fees
complete, Boating complete, Distilled Spirits (RX28-46 less RL44) and Firearms (RY4 mint & RY6 used); condition is
virtually all F-VF. Scott $1,870. Estimate $500 - 750
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103 H/m U.S., Revenues - Dated Documentaries, 1940-58.  Outstanding collection balance of about 390 different
“reds” including (used unless noted) R297 (MNH), R299, R302, R360, R379, R383, R407, R435, R507, R531, R532,
R555 (mint), R557-560, R584, R603 (unused), R606, R613, R680-684, R693, R697-702, R708 (cut cancel), R719 &
R724-732; condition is just about all clean and F-VF. Scott $6,350. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

104 H/m U.S., Revenues - Proprietary, 1871-1919.  Collection of 94 different including (used unless noted) RB5a,
RB5b, RB6a (2), RB7a, RB11c, RB12c, RB13c, RB15c, RB16b, RB17c & RB39 (mint); perhaps a few small faults, but
virtually all F-VF. Scott $3,850. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

105 H/m U.S., Revenues - Future Delivery & Stock Transfer, 1918-40.  87 different including (used unless noted)
RC2 & 8 (MNH), RC14 (mint), RC20, RC20a PFC), RD11, RD20, RD23 (cut cancel), RD23a (staple holes), RD24
(faults), RD53 & RD64 (perfin); virtually all F-VF. Scott $1,300. Estimate $350 - 500

106 H/m U.S., Revenues - Dated Stock Transfers, 1940-52.  Exceptional balance of more than 220 different
“greens” including (used unless noted) RD78 (MNH), RD82, RD85, RD112 (cut cancel), RD133, RD114 (cut cancel),
RD133, RD137 (cut cancel), RD154 (mint), RD156, RD157 (cut cancel), RD176 (mint), RD204, RD226-227, RD229,
RD254 (cut cancel), RD255, RD260 (cut cancel), RD279, RD284 (cut cancel), RD286 (cut cancel), RD307, RD309,
RD312 (cut cancel), RD327 (MNH), RD329 (mint), RD333-334, RD335 (cut cancel), RD338 (cut cancel), RD348-51
(MNH), RD353 (MNH), RD354 (mint) & RD364 (cut cancel); condition if virtually all clean and F-VF. A fabulous lot., A
fabulous lot. Scott $5,200. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

107 H/m U.S., Revenues - Wine Stamps, 1914-54.  More than 175 different including (unused unless noted) RE31,
RE83, RE163 (used), RE176, RE198b (used), RE201 & RE202; just about all clean and F-VF. A great starter collection.
Scott $2,500. Estimate $800 - 1,200

108 H/m U.S., Revenues - Playing Card Stamps, 1894-1940.  Small collection of 26 different including (used unless
noted) RF2 (mint), RF4, RF6, RF10, RF10a (o.g.), RF11 (unused), RF13, RF13a, RF14, RF18 (light crease) & RF19
(mint); clean and F-VF. Scott $825. Estimate $200 - 300

109 H/m U.S., Revenues - Silver Tax, 1934-44.  Excellent starter collection composed of (mint unless noted) RG1-14, 
RG16-17, RG19-22 (used), RG37-48, RG58, RG60-70, RG83-95, RG108, RG110, RG112-120, RG130 (used) &
RG132 (used); all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,600. Estimate $800 - 1,200

110 H/m U.S., Revenues - Narcotics Tax, 1919-61.  Small group of 11 diff including (mint, never hinged unless
noted) RJA11-14, RJA55a (used), RJA57b (used), RJA62b, RJA78b (PSE XF-Sup 90), RJA85b, RJA96b & RJA105
(used); all clean and F-VF. Scott $510 ++. Estimate $250 - 350

111 H U.S., Revenues - Motor Vehicle Use, 1942-46.  Nearly complete collection of 45 different; missing only RV7, 
RV22-23, RV32-33 & RV35-37, all o.g., F-VF and most NH. Scott $2,235+. Estimate $500 - 750

Duck Stamps

112 HH U.S., Duck Stamps, Group of Mint Sheets, 1974-77.  Adding up to $1,200 face value, consisting of RW41
(1), RW42 (2), RW43 (4), RW44 (1), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000

113 HH U.S., Duck Stamps, Mint Collection, 1936-2013.  Residing in one White Ace album, includes RW3,
RW4-RW6, then complete to RW79, plus RW65A, RW73b, RW74b, RW75b, RW76b, JDS1, JDS2, JDS9-JDS20, then
a few Arizona State Duck Stamps, many with certificates attesting to grade 95, a gorgeous lot, inspection invited, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

114 HH U.S., Duck Stamps, Clean Collection.  Nice quality never hinged collection attractively arranged on Scott
National album pages in Showguard mounts; a very fresh group of over 75 pieces ranging from choice singles to plate
blocks and souvenir sheets; highlights include RW5-8, RW13-17, RW19 (2), RW21 (with PSE graded cert. VF-80),
RW22 (with PSE graded cert. F-VF-75), RW23, RW28, RW30 (2), RW32-RW35, and RW37 (2); then there’s a slew of
the more modern duck stamps with a face value in excess of $1,100+; an impressive holding of these popular revenue
stamps with a substantial amount of value, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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115 HH/H U.S., Duck Stamps, Collection, 1934-2005.  Complete RW1-51 plus self-adhesives RW67A, RW68A,
RW69A, RW71Aand RW72A, as well as duplicates of RW6, RW8, RW14, RW16 & RW19; RW1 is XF, skillfully
regummed, RW2 is LH, RW3 has small creases and RW4 is regummed with creases, ow evg is fvf or better with a fair
number of possible candidates for grading. Scott $6,495. Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

116 HH U.S., Duck Stamps, Plate Number Singles, 1934-83.  Collection comprising RW3-4, RW7, RW8 (2),
RW9-45 & RW47-50; all but RW4 & RW11 are never hinged; and all are F-VF or better except that RW8 has a small thin
and RW10 has a natural printing crease. Scott $3,833. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

117 HH U.S., Duck Stamps, Plate Block Group.  RW12-14, RW16, RW17 (2), RW18-21, RW23, RW25 (2), plus a
split RW16 bottom plate block of 8 that was separated in half into two blocks of 4, a few light gum bends and skips,
overall a remarkably fresh group, previous dealers retail value over $5,000, o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

118 HH/H U.S., Duck Stamps, 1934-66.  Complete for the period, RW1-33, but condition slightly rough; on the plus
side, the following are NH: RW6, RW8, RW11-13, RW17, RW19, RW26, RW28 & RW30; on the down side, RW1 has
light wrinkles, RW3, RW7 & RW20 are thinned, RW4 has a straight edge, and RW2, RW10, RW18 & RW27 are
regummed or without gum. A good starter collection, or for fill-ins. Our Scott value counts hinged RW13//33 at 50%.
Scott $3,315. Estimate $500 - 750

119 H U.S., Duck Stamps, 1967-2013.  Complete for the period, RW34-RW80A, including the 1998-2013
self-adhesives, but minus the 2005-2013 souvenir sheets; all o.g., NH and Very Fine except RW34 LH. Scott $1,647.

Estimate $400 - 600

120 HH/H U.S., State Duck/Big Game Stamps Collection, 1973-2012.  Over 500 stamps in two Scott Specialty
albums, plus another large stack of stamps on National Wildlife Foundation pages that haven’t yet be integrated into the
main collection, with the main strength of the collection in the 1990’s to 2012. There is probably over $2,000 face alone
here, without affixing any premium to the better items, so it should be a great deal at our conservative estimate., o.g.,
mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Misc. Far Back-of-the-Book

121 H/m U.S., Savings Stamps, 1911-61.  Fairly complete collection on Scott National pages; comprises (mint unless
noted) PS1-15, PS6 NH plate block, a completed Postal Savings Card with PS8 (3) & PS10 (18) redeemed Sept 1940,
PS11-14 plate blocks, PS11b & c, PS12b, S1-7, S1a, S1-4 NH plate blocks, S6-7 plate blocks, S6a, S7a (minor tone
spots), WS1, WS2 (2 - one without gum - plus two in a War Savings Certificate folder), WS7-13, WS7b, WS8b, WS7-10
NH plate blocks (plus an extra $1) and WS12-13 pairs & line pairs; all F-VF and mostly NH including all the booklet
panes. Also includes three U.S. Carrier stamps: LO2 (MNH & used) and LO5 (mint). Scott $3,300.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

122 H U.S., Christmas Seals, 1942-64 and Easter Seals, 1934-1967, Specialized Collection.  Mounted in three
oversized old time Elbe albums, of various printers marks, position pieces, sales letter, sheets and large blocks,
Christmas Seals: progressive color proof blocks of 4 from 1943, 1946-48, and complete progressive color proof sheets
of 100 of Christmas Seals from 1949-57, Easter Seals: set of 1934-60 blocks of four, with various types and varieties,
1934 imperforate sheet, complete sheets of progressive color proof sheets from 1935-46 and 1948, a most incredible
collection that could be the basis of an exhibit or readily broken down for retail or internet sales, generally F.-V.F.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

123 HH U.S., Year Sets and Souvenir Panels, 20th and 21st Century.  Many hundreds and contained in several
cartons, including a nice quantity of the Bi-centennial souvenir sheets (#1686-89) still in the original cardboard
(unopened and thus unchecked for errors) plus most years including the earlier years that catalog and trade at a
premium, strong face value and a deal waiting to be broken down and sold, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., ex-Worcester.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

124 H U.S., Philatelic & Numismatic Souvenir Cards 1960-1996.  Comprehensive collection residing in ten
albums, philatelic includes SC2 Barcelona, SC3 Sipex, SC5 Sandipex, numismatic include 1971 ANA, 1980 ANA, 1980 
IPMS, 1983 FUN, a fabulous lot sure to attract plenty of bidding, please examine, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
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125 HH/H U.S., Expo & Philatelic Label Collection 1901-1945.  Over 250 label and souvenir sheets mounted in a
binder, includes two Pan American Expo labels sets, one in red and one in purple, Lewis & Clark expo labels, philatelic
expo labels, aviation meet labels, Camp Dewey stamps, 1915 “Remember Lusitania” label, four different 1935 Italian
Flight to Chicago-New York -Rome labels, charity Football label, interesting and historic items, check them out, F.-V.F.

Estimate $500 - 750

Graded Collections and Accu,ulations

126 H/m U.S., Accumulation of PSE Graded Encapsulated Singles.  Hundreds of “slabs” adding up to $1,000’s
worth of SMQ value that would be perfect to break down and list on eBay, containing the following better: 232 NH
Graded VF 80, 233 NH Graded VF-XF 85, 376 used Graded XF-Sup 95, 402 used Graded XF-Sup 95, 548 used
Graded XF-Sup 95, 561 NH Graded XF 90, 617 NH Graded XF-Sup 95J, 622 (x2) NH both Graded VF 80, 661 NH
Graded VF 80, Graded Parks (2 stamps XF-Sup 95, 11 stamps XF-Sup 95J, 5 stamps Superb 98, 3 stamps Superb
98J), 803//30 (200+ Prexy Graded XF-Sup 95), 809 (7 Graded Superb 98), 60+ Famous American’s Graded XF-Sup
95, 868 and 877 both graded Gem 100, 11 Commemoratives or Army / Navy issue graded XF-Sup 95 and 2 stamps
Graded Superb 98, 4 #791 graded Superb 98, 5 Overrun Countries graded XF-Sup 95, 915 Graded Superb 98, 1076
and 1091 both Graded Gem 100, 2046 (12 XF-90), 2016 (12 XF-90), 12 Airmails (including C31) graded XF-Superb 95,
C20 graded Superb 98, 2 - E15a graded XF-Sup 95 and Superb 98, Q9 LH Graded XF 90 and RW24 NH Graded XF 90.
A massive value for the philatelist willing to put in the work to maximize this lots potential, generally F.-V.F. appearance,
viewing recommended. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

127 HH U.S., Mint Issue Stock, 1932-61.  Containing many, many thousands of stamps in four large stockbooks.
This was originally a stock of mint stamps that were intended to be submitted for grading and most of the stamps have
already been pre-screened for condition and better centering, with most stamps gradable in the 95-100 range,
consisting of Overrun Countries (909-21), 2¢ reds and 3¢ Commemoratives (716-1029, 1062-1177), E20-21, C20,
C26, C32….C130, Presidentials (803-29), Famous American’s (864-93) and Liberty Issue (1034-48), Extremely Fine to 
Superb appearance, a wonderful opportunity with much profit potential. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

128 HH/H/m U.S., PSE Encapsulated Collection.  22 different “slabbed” stamps, each listed with their Scott number,
condition followed by numeric grade: 230 NH 90, 235 NH 80, 236 NH 80, 298 NH 85, 301 NH 90, 302 NH 85, 303 NH 90,
304 NH, 85, 305 o.g. 95, 306 NH 90, 329 NH 85, 425 used 95, 507 NH 80, 509 used 90, 526 NH 80, 536 o.g. 90J, 568 NH 
90, 600 NH line pair 90, 629 used 90, 843 NH pair 95, 847 XF line pair 90 and 987 NH 98. A great strong collection, with
each item worthy of being an individual eBay lot., o.g., mostly never hinged. SMQ $2,960. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

129 HH U.S., Presidential Collection, 1938.  ½¢ to 50¢, all different and each graded (mostly Superb 98), with
P.S.E. certificates or encapsulated by P.S.E., consisting of 803-805 (804 is grade 95), 809, 810 (grade 95), 813-815,
818, 821, 828 and 829, o.g., never hinged. SMQ $884. Estimate $250 - 350

Assortments

130 HH/H/m U.S., High Value “Goodie” Lot.  On a group of black dealer “107" cards from a collection that was recently
broken down, so there is not duplication. Highlights include: 227-28, 230-40, 284, 285-91, 294-99, 300-11, 315 pair,
323-27, 328-30, 331-42, a strong unidentified group of early Washington / Franklin coil pairs, 343-47 horizontal pairs,
369, 374-82, 414-23, 424-39, 459 pair, 462-76, 479-80, 498/518, 499/505 (2 5¢ errors in block of 2¢ block of 12), 523,
524, 532-34 horizontal pairs, 547, 552-73, 581-91, 599A, 634A, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, 1030-53, C1-6, some Imperf
and misperf coil EFO’s. Lovely lot with decent quality, containing many well centered and quality pieces, mostly F.-V.F.

Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

131 H/m U.S., “Goodie” Box.  Packed with better unidentified singles on stock pages. On quick examination, I noticed 
the following: 15 used, 240 o.g., 279Bj, 282C, 296, 299 o.g., 299 used PSE graded 90, 319g, 327 with plate number,
330, 372 (58 NH), 422-23, 440, 467/463 combination pair, 499/505 combination pair, 476, 524, 547, 573 (2), 591 NH
block, 630 (4 souvenir sheets), 634A, 647 NH plate block, 807 forgery pair, C4-6, C14 (o.g. and used), E1, E4, E5 (2),
E6, J3 (24), J25, J26, J41-43, J48, J76, F1 with PF certificate, Q3-12, PN1-18 NH, RVB1-2, TD93 (13 pairs), some
Lowenberg essays, Telegraph booklet pane group, Hawaii 27 used., generally F.-V.F. appearance, a superb offering
with great little treasure hidden throughout that should not be missed. Estimate $4,500 - 6,000
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132 HH/H U.S., “Goodie Box”.  Over 100 interesting items thrown together in a box randomly. As we quickly view, we
see some interesting items of note: 14 appears unused, 139 used, 228 no gum, 408 Kansas City roulette block of 4 with
signed photocopy of affidavit, 498 double impression, faulty 610 Planty #2 with add on gold and silver (silver cachet is
unlisted) Eagle covers with Marion, Ohio machine first day cancels, group of 2¢ reds plate blocks, large cut Farley group 
of 18 imperf singles with portions of adjoining stamps on all sides, 839-51 no gum plate strips of 10, 846 complete coil
roll, 915 and 921 reverse print group of blocks, 1030-53 set of plate blocks, 1617b, Recalled Legends of the West in
original folder, C10 (70), C24 plate block, C25-31 set of plate blocks, RF24a horizontal pair, imperf between, small
group of Canadian errors, Canada 1534ii NH with PSAG certificate, neat Liberia missing color sets, quality appears
pretty decent with much profit potential for the creative seller, generally F.-V.F. appearance.

Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

133 HH/H/m U.S., Group of miscellaneous, 1869-1976.  In mixed glassines. Mostly mint highlights include: 116, 117,
230-236, 237 (3), 239 (2), 240, 241, 243, 275, 291, 294-99, 669-79, 1053 (2), 1702a, Q7-12, K17-18 and O83P4-93P4.
Viewing recommended to properly evaluate., generally F.-V.F. appearance. Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

134 HH/H U.S., Mint Group of 19 Stamps.  Including #s 158//446, mostly o.g., some never hinged, fresh appearing
group; mostly sound, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

135 HH/H U.S., Lovely Little Group of Premium Sheets.  637, 644 (2), 649 (3), 654, 657, 682, 690 (2), 706, 717, 718,
724, 726, 794, a few Prexy sheets including 11¢ and 14¢, 855, 915, C9, C44 and C132, a few minor perf separations,
but condition appears generally good, unchecked for possible well centered singles for grading, o.g., mostly never
hinged, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

136 HH/H/m U.S., Box of Loose Early 20th Century.  859-93 plate block set, a Yvert album filled Washington / Franklins,
many modern issues, some special deliveries, Q1-12, several stockbooks containing packed rows after rows of 2c
reds, Presidential’s, Famous Americans, 3c commemoratives, etcetera, group of 75+ dealer cards of Trout, Pheasant
and miscellaneous back of book issues, several large folders jammed with Washington / Franklins to 1950’s modern
issues packed onto dealer stock cards and stock pages, overall a nice little mystery lot that really should be carefully
examined to properly evaluate, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

Accumulations

137 HH U.S., Lifetime Burgeoning Behemoth Mint Holding, 1917-90’s.  Strongest in the 1940s onwards and
contains: singles, pairs, line pairs, blocks, plate blocks, zip blocks, mail early blocks, sheets, stationery, postal cards, air
letter sheets, you-name-it and it is likely contained within, meticulously and painstakingly organized and presented in
six sheet files spanning 1947 to 1993; two volume Minkus singles collection from 1917 to 1990 plus airmails 1917 to
1990, then ten volumes of mint blocks/plate blocks 1926 to 1990; plate blocks and zip blocks in eight shoe boxes - 1936
to 1989; a volume of earlier plate blocks, blocks and singles 1912-1943 then volumes 13 through 42 (yes that’s correct!)
contain plate blocks of all shapes and sizes and ranging in quantity from one to eight of each; eight blocks of four and
eighteen singles of most every issue 1944 to 1991 with some supplemental, or mental as the case may be of additional
issues in two “addendum volumes”; then books of coils, pairs and strips, additional album pages for supplementing the
years 1991-1992, airmails, back of the book including postal cards and stationery also join the party, this is one of the
most incredible holdings we have seen in some time and is a stock ready to sell from and/or lower mailing costs, the
owners face value which we verified, exceeds $25,000.00 and is offered intact as received in plastic tubs ready for
transport to a location near you, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. or better. Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

138 m U.S., Lifetime Burgeoning Behemoth Used Holding, 1861-1990s.  But strongest from 1930’s to 1990’s; in
over fifty binders, totes and containers, meticulously arranged and residing in great additional company, this is
something that is hard to fathom the scope and depth of, yet alone to evaluate it. This would be the best packet-maker,
year set stocker that you could find. A conservative estimate in just the fifty volumes and likely, on a conservative
estimate, into the high hundreds-of-thousands and may well exceed over one-million stamps, in volumes numbered
43 through 81, the stamps are all in a single glassine of 10 or 15 of each stamp and affixed to a page, we note as many as 
5000 of an item with the later commemoratives of the 1980’s and 1990’s well represented, this transcends all concepts
of space and time, must be seen to be believed, the labor that provided and presented this is likely more costly than the
stamps themselves, impossible to duplicate, includes a bonus of additional used stamps yet to be presented, only
adding to the pile, F.-V.F. or better. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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139 (H) U.S., Huge Farley Special Printing Uncut Press Sheet Accumulation.  Neatly rolled, consisting of: 754
(6), 755 (7), 756 (7), 757 (7), 758 (5), 759 (7), 762 (6), 763 (7), 764 (2), 765 (7), 766, 767, 768, 769 (4), 770 (7) and 771. A
little edge wear, but overall quite remarkably fresh considering their age, without gum as issued, generally F.-V.F.

Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

140 HH/H/m U.S., Brilliant Mint & Used Accumulation, 1861-1970.  Filling two large cartons, the value is in the mint NH
blocks that include 397 block of ten, 549 block of fifty, 614 plate block of thirty seven, 615 plate block of thirty, 616 block
of six teen, 619 plate block of nineteen, 621 block of twelve, E14 plate block of twenty, QE1 plate block of twenty, QE2,
mint plate blocks 832 (4), 833 (2), 834, plus Prexie coils, C10a complete booklet, full sheets of U.N. 1-6, 9-11, C1-C4,
Canal Zone O1-O8, plus much more to discover, a business in two boxes, a few mixed conditions, but generally F.-V.F.

Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

141 H/m U.S., Confluence of Balance Collections, 19th and 20th Century.  Restrained in over 60 volumes and is a
small portion of the material purchased by the Fortiers, apparently they didn’t turn down very much that was offered to
them over the decades and included here intact as received, there are mint singles, used singles, mint and used blocks,
plate blocks, some back of the book, a panacea for just about everything, one may wish to spend some time viewing this
and there are some interesting and valuable tomes that could readily be overlooked, excellent for internet trader or retail 
breakdown, ex-Worcester. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

142 HH/H U.S., Mint Accumulation.  As received, mostly 20th Century in singles, coils, blocks, souvenir sheets, full
panes, including back-of-the-book filling a heavy large box, of note, commemorates from the 1930’ to 1970’s, Prexies,
Farley’s, Liberty issue, Transportation coil strips, Great Americans, tube of several uncut press sheets, airmails (C18),
full pad (100) strip of 5 (OX40), large face value contained, also some interesting used 19th century stamps and
revenues, worthy of time investment to peruse this hoard, F.-V.F. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

143 HH/H U.S., Gorgeous Accumulation With Premium Items, 1870-2000.  Includes two albums of plate blocks with
a complete Liberty set, nice mint stamps mounted on White Ace pages including 285-286, 288, 290, 323-327, 548-550,
614-616, 617-619, 620-621, O10S-O14S, and a binder with mint ducks RW1-RW10, RW11-RW20, complete to RW60,
newspaper PR114-PR125, complete set of Officials proofs on card, some great stamps and sets present, F.-V.F.,
ex-Worcester. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

144 HH/H/m U.S., Extensive Nearly All Mint Accumulation.  A useful holding filling a good sized carton with nearly all
face material. We note a 3 volume Harris album plate block collection to the 22¢ era, numerous sheet or strip folders,
chock full of partial or full sheets, a packed shoebox of mint plates, plus some interesting miscellaneous material filling
out the carton. High aggregate face count no doubt, F.-V.F., examine. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

145 HH U.S., Mixed Bag of Mint Ducks & Face Value Lot, 1860-2000.  Complete mint Prexie issue, mint & used
Kansas Nebraska set, mint C1, C3, used C18, souvenir sheet lot, many self adhesive, 29¢ to 37¢ values, and the best is
a mint duck collection with RW1, RW3-RW8, RW10-RW16, RW18, RW23- RW25, RW30, and many more, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

146 H/m U.S., Accumulation, 1851-68.  Thirty seven stamps, includes 7, 9, 12, 17 (2), 36B (2), and a 38, some better
cancels, o.g., F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000

147 HH/H U.S., Clean Mint, Lock, Stock & Barrel, 1893-2010.  A lot that gets better every time you review it, includes
mint Columbians to 236, 298, 400, 548-550 (7), 614-616 (5), 617-619 (4), White Plains sheet, plenty of face including
stock book of higher value airmails, mint parcel posts, a joy to view, great break up value, F.-V.F.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

148 HH/H U.S., Mint Accumulation with Many Coil Pairs, 1873-2000.  In a small stock book, with many coil pairs
including 413 pair, 442 line pair, 443 pair, 450 pair, 487 pair, 494 pair, 497 pair, also with 221, 302, 303, 306, 547, 573,
692-701, Prexies complete, Liberty Issue complete, E7, K8, a surprise on every page, many items NH, please examine,
F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000

149 H/m/) U.S., Diverse Lot of Stamps & Covers, 1851-1950.  Fascinating selection of material, includes a 1851-1857
3¢ specialized collection with recuts, shades, plate flaws and covers, well worth our low opening bid by itself, then used
71, 116-117, 119, 240, C18, K5, revenues, and a letter written during the Pershing Punitive Expedition with cover, a
great lot to break down with huge potential, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000
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150 H/m/) U.S., Philatelic Montage, 1938-2010.  Filling three cartons, with back of the book including revenues, federal 
& state ducks, X-Mas seals, ducks, officials, first day covers, first flight covers, cacheted event covers, souvenir pages,
five volumes of mint face with Prexies and Prominent Americans complete, picture post cards, and more face, a lot for
the treasure hunter, mixed condition, F.-V.F. Estimate $600 - 800

151 HH/H U.S., Mint Accumulation.  As received, useful, mostly 20th Century in singles, coils, blocks, souvenir sheets, 
full panes, including airmails and back-of-the-book in a box, commemorates from the 1930’ to 1970’s, Prexies, Farley’s,
Liberty issue, Transportation coil strips, Great Americans, much face value contained, also some interesting used 19th
century stamps and revenues, F.-V.F. Estimate $600 - 800

152 U.S., Kans.-Nebr. Reference Group.  Approximately 3,000 stamps, sorted by number on large manilla stock 
pages, with the vast majority of the stamps with decent added overprint. This will make an excellent reference for the
specialist, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Estimate $500 - 750

153 H/m/) U.S., Precancel Collection and Much More.  Several hundred stamps and covers in four large boxes, with
U.S. face, first day covers, used and mint foreign, but the best is a precancel collection with Small Bureaus, back of the
book and commemoratives including many blocks of four and larger, if you love precancels be sure and check this out,
F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

154 HH/H/m U.S., The Last Round Up, 1857-1990.  Everything you ever wanted U.S. wise, many hundreds of mint & used 
stamps, souvenir sheets, year sets, etc., includes collection on Lindner hingeless pages with better, sparse collection in
two Davo hingeless albums II & III with slip cases, and a stockbook with all sorts of better especially among the Classics
and BOB, needs plenty of TLC but well worth a long inspection, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

155 HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Accumulation, 1860-1990.  Residing in nine albums and a small box, includes mint U.S.
including booklet panes, U.S. mint plate block collection including National Parks and imperf Parks, used collection,
mint commemoratives from the 1930’s to the 1960’s, plenty of face, be sure and check out every page, a picker’s
delight, F.-V.F., ex-Worcester. Estimate $500 - 750

156 HH/H/m U.S., Mostly Mint Accumulation, 1888-1988.  With singles, blocks, plate blocks and booklets, better singles
includes 213, 236, 238, 239, 267 block of four, 324 (2), 537 (4), 550, 616 (5), 619 (6), 621 (4), plus airmails and back of
the book material, much identified and packed in glassines, a great lot for the internet dealer, plenty of postage present,
mixed condition especially on the 19th century items, inspection urged, F.-V.F. Estimate $400 - 600

157 H/) U.S., Mint Plate Blocks & First Day Covers, 1940-2000.  Many hundreds of first day covers and plate
blocks, mostly from 1940-1970, should be plenty of good pickings, please inspect, F.-V.F. Estimate $400 - 600

158 H/m/) U.S., Philatelic Schmear, 1873-2000.  Two large boxes, with hundreds of used 2¢ small Bureaus, mint &
used postal stationery, U.S. face, souvenir panels, lots of material to comb through, happy hunting, F.-V.F.

Estimate $400 - 600

159 H U.S., Useful Old Time Accumulation.  Including a mint or used Scott Specialty album collection to 1947,
representative in issues to 1900, then nicely filled from there. We also note a binder of 1940s FDCs, plus face value
material in the form of part sheets, strips, plates, etc. Worthwhile mix, mostly F.-V.F., examine. Estimate $400 - 600

160 H/m/) U.S., Philatelic Scramble, 1869-2000.  Filing a large carton, includes cigar box of face, 8¢ to 13¢,
transportation coil collection, three mint booklets of #1909, oversized first day covers, group of full and partial coil rolls,
plus better mint & used on display cards, a multitude of very useful material, F.-V.F. Estimate $400 - 600

161 H/m U.S., Balance Collections, 19th but Mostly 20th Century.  A fair bit of used, volumes contain quantities of
lesser values, mish-mosh and the like, individual volumes that when sorted were noted as being worth less than $50
each, fills four cartons, certainly interesting and diverse and completely unchecked, generally F.-V.F., ex-Worcester.

Estimate $400 - 600

162 m U.S., Used Accumulation, 1851-68.  Nineteen stamps, includes #26 fancy manuscript “Paid”, #26 with
circular grid, #26 negative “Paid”, #210 with shield in circle, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400
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163 HH/H/m U.S., Used Plate Number Block & Singles, 1920-2000.  Eclectic lot, includes two pages of mint plate
number single, then used singles, booklet pane and plate blocks, includes 397, 516, 554c, 577, 614 plate block, 616,
623 plate block, 633 plate block, 628, 749 plate block, 1053, 1295 (2), C9, Q5, unusual & scarce, some mixed condition,
F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400

Wholesale Accumulations

164 H U.S., 1898, Trans-Miss., 2¢ Copper Red (286).  Group of 245 plate number singles, many different, mostly
o.g., hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $6,125. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

165 HH U.S., 1904, 2¢ Louisiana Purchase (324).  Massive accumulation of 88 plate number pairs and 14 plate
number or imprint singles, with many different plate numbers, o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance, mostly
sound and very fresh. Scott $15,870. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

166 HH U.S., 1917-19, Washington-Franklin Coils, Accumulation of Singles, Pairs and Line Pairs (486, 489,
496).  In large stockbook consisting of 486 (approximately 300 singles, 1,500 pairs and 300 line pairs), 489
(approximately 450 singles) and 496 (11 singles, 65 pairs, 8 line pairs), o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$15,500+. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

167 HH U.S., 1917-19, Washington-Franklin Coils, Accumulation of Singles, Pairs and Line Pairs (486, 489,
496).  In large stockbook consisting of 597 (approximately 90 pairs or line pairs), 598 (approximately 600 singles, 1,400
pairs, 180 line pairs) 602 (approximately 80 singles, 70 pairs or line pairs), 604 (approximately 350 singles, 700 pairs,
150 line pairs), 605 (approximately 100 singles, 500 pairs, 70 line pairs), 606 (approximately 30 singles, 100 pairs, 20
line pairs), o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $13,000+. Estimate $800 - 1,200

168 HH/H U.S., 1923, 2¢ Carmine, Rotary Coil Waste Plate Block Number Study (579).  Massive plate block
accumulation consisting of plate blocks of 8 (5), plate blocks of 6 (27) and plate blocks of 4 (12), most blocks appear
sound, high catalog value, generally F.-V.F. Scott $39,720. Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

169 Ha U.S., 1932, Washington Bicentennial (704-715).  Award winning, 1935 second place Reading, PA Stamp
Collectors Club Exhibition, on home-made quadrille pages, nearly complete specialized collection matched corner
plate number blocks (only missing lower right 3¢ plate number 20847), generally F.-V.F., condition appears mostly
sound, unpicked for well centered singles. Scott $5,092. Durland $6,520. Estimate $750 - 1,000

170 (H) U.S., 1933-37, Farley Imperforate Accumulation.  Containing multiple souvenir sheets (#730, 731, 735,
750, 751) including pairs and blocks, National Parks issue with singles, pairs, blocks, line blocks and plate blocks,
useful duplication found within these pages, without gum as issued, F.-V.F. Scott $1,450. Estimate $250 - 350

171 HH/H U.S., 1943-44, Overrun Countries, Massive Holding (909//921).  Full panes of 50, 909 (60); 910 (9); 911
(16); 912 (5); 913 (599); 914 (5); 915 (6); 916 (10); 918 (10); 919 (169); 920 (6) & 921 (324) a total of 60,950 stamps,
face value alone is over $3,000.00, unchecked for reversed/inverted flags or quality for grading, mostly Very Fine.
Brookman $27,594. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

172 HH U.S., 1975-90, Transportation Coil Accumulation.  Hundreds of coils in three stockbooks, in strip of three
to six, many are plate number coils, the main stockbook is a large Elbe stockbook, with the strips identified by Scott #
and plate #, enormous face and catalog value, be sure to check it out, what was checked was o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., ex-Worcester. Estimate $600 - 800

173 HH U.S., 1999, 33¢ Aquarium Fish, Overall Tagging (3320a).  Wholesale group of 24 complete panes of 20 and 
1 block of 12, a scarce variety seldom available in the market place, sure to be a profitable seller, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $8,580. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

174 HH U.S., Airmail, 1988, 44¢ Langley, Overall Tagging (C118a).  Wholesale group of 7 zip / plate blocks of 20, 6
zip blocks, 321 singles, great tagging variety with high Scott value that would have great profit potential for the patient
dealer, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,927. Estimate $300 - 400

175 HH U.S., Airmail, 1993, 40¢ Piper (C132).  2 plate and zip blocks of 20, 6 plate blocks of 4 and 6 blocks of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $556. Estimate $200 - 300
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Dealers Stocks

176 HH/H U.S., Stock of Better Mint.  In 9 Dealer stock books, 230//550, containing the following better singles (mostly
o.g.): 230-40 no gum, 230 (27 NH, 9 o.g.), 231 (24 NH, 9 o.g., 4 o.g. with broken hat), 232 (8 NH, 8 o.g.), 233 (8 NH, 16
o.g.), 234 (8 NH, 20 o.g.), 235 (6 NH, 24 o.g.), 236 (6 NH, 21 o.g.), 237 (4 NH, 9 o.g.), 238 (1 NH, 6 o.g.), 239 (1 NH, 3 o.g.),
240 (2 o.g.), 247 NH, 253 (1 NH, 1 o.g.), 256 o.g., 257 o.g., 258 NH, 259 NH, 260, 264 (3 NH), 267 (7 NH), 268 o.g., 269 (4
o.g.), 271 NH, 279 (5 NH, 11 o.g.), 279B (12 NH), 281 (2 NH, 1 o.g.), 282 (2 o.g.), 285 (15 NH, 25 o.g.), 286 (23 NH, 37
o.g.), 287 (6 NH, 14 o.g.), 288 (2 NH, 14 o.g.), 289 (5 o.g.), 290 (1 NH, 5 o.g.), 291 dist gum, 292 regummed? 294 (17 NH,
12 o.g.), 295 (18 NH, 14 o.g.), 296 (3 NH, 16 o.g.), 297 (8 NH, 13 o.g.), 298 (5 NH, 6 o.g.), 299 (3 NH, 6 o.g.), 300 (11 NH,
13 o.g.), 301 (11 NH, 8 o.g.), 302 (1 NH, 3 o.g.), 303 (1 NH, 7 o.g.), 304 (2 NH, 1 o.g.), 305 (5 o.g.), 306 (4 o.g.), 307 (1 NH, 5 
o.g.), 308 (3 NH, 4 o.g.), 309 (2 o.g.), 314 (5 NH), 319 (3 NH), 320 (4 NH, 2 o.g.), 323 (8 NH, 9 o.g., 2 o.g. plate number
pairs), 324 (10 NH, 11 o.g.), 325 (9 NH, 9 o.g.), 326 (5 o.g.), 327 (5 o.g.), 328-30 (2 o.g.), 328 (12 NH, 9 o.g.), 329 (34 NH,
13 o.g.), 330 (10 NH, 10 o.g.), 331 (10 NH, 6 o.g.), 332 (15 NH, 2 o.g.), 333 (2 NH), 334 (1 NH, 1 o.g.), 335 o.g., 336 (4 o.g.), 
337 (1 NH, 5 o.g.), 338 (3 o.g.), 339 o.g., 340 o.g., 343 (8 NH, 1 o.g.), 344 (5 NH, 5 o.g.), 345 o.g., 346 (15 NH, 3 o.g.), 347
(7 NH, 1 o.g.), 357 (2 o.g.), 358 o.g., 367 (31 NH, 10 o.g.), 368 (28 NH, 6 o.g.), 370 (26 NH, 10 o.g.), 371 (11 NH, 8 o.g.),
372 (23 NH, 9 o.g.), 373 (22 NH, 5 o.g.), 374 (2 NH, 5 o.g.), 375 (1 NH, 3 o.g.), 376 (1 NH, 4 o.g.), 377 (4 o.g.), 378 (3 NH, 8
o.g.), 379 o.g., 380 (7 o.g.), 381 (1 NH, 2 o.g.), 373 (36 NH, 10 o.g.), 384 (7 NH, 6 o.g.), 397 (21 NH, 15 o.g.), 398 (29 NH,
14 o.g.), 399 (2 NH, 10 o.g.), 400 (2 NH, 3 o.g.), 401 (4 o.g.), 402 o.g., 403 o.g., 405 (8 NH, 6 o.g.), 406 NH, 407 (3 NH, 2
o.g.), 408 (78 NH), 409 (36 NH, 21 o.g.), 410 (11 NH, 7 o.g., 17 NH pairs, a few of which are paste ups), 411 (NH: 1 line pair, 
6 paste ups, 6 pairs, 4 singles), 412 (NH: 2 pairs, 1 single), 413 (NH 1 single and 1 pair), 414 (6 o.g.), 415 (2 NH, 2 o.g.), 416 
(2 NH, 3 o.g.), 417 o.g., 418 o.g., 419 (3 o.g.), 420 (3 o.g.), 424 (2 NH, 8 o.g.), 426 (3 NH), 427 (1 NH), 428 (4 NH, 1 o.g.),
429 (1 NH, 1 o.g.), 430 (2 o.g.), 431 o.g., 435 (4 o.g.), 441 (16 NH line pairs, 13 NH paste up pairs, 75 NH pairs and 18 NH
singles), 442 (3 NH pairs, 1 single), 443 (2 NH pair and 4 singles), 448 (5 NH line pairs, 20 NH pairs, 6 NH singles), 450 (3
NH pairs, 1 NH single), 454 (2 NH pairs), 455 (2 NH line pairs, 2 NH pairs, 4 NH singles), 463 (9 NH), 464 (2 o.g.), 472 (1
NH, 3 o.g.), 474 o.g., 475 (2 o.g.), 483 (23 NH), 484 (8 NH), 487 (2 NH pairs), 488 (NH line pair, NH pair and o.g. line pair),
489 (3 NH line pairs, 2 NH pairs, 5 NH singles, 1 o.g. line pair, 18 o.g.), 492 (3 NH pairs, o.g. line pair), 493 (4 NH, 1 NH line
pair, 1 o.g. line pair, 1 NH pair), 496 (24 NH pairs, 1 o.g. line pair, 11 NH singles), 497 (3 NH line pairs, 1 NH pair, 3 NH
singles, 2 o.g. pairs, 8 o.g. singles), 498//518 (missing 500, 505), 501 (7 NH), 503 (2 NH, 9 o.g.), 504 (22 NH, 4 o.g.), 506
(11 NH), 507 (24 NH, 4 o.g.), 508 (4 NH, 6 o.g.), 509 (24 NH), 510 (3 NH, 3 o.g.), 511 (7 NH, 2 o.g.), 512 (2 NH, 17 o.g.), 513 
(19 NH, 7 o.g.), 514 (5 NH, 4 o.g.), 515 (6 NH), 516 (10 NH, 8 o.g.), 517 (6 NH, 2 o.g.), 518 (3 NH), 524 o.g., 526 (4 NH, 7
o.g.), 527 (3 NH, 3 o.g.), 528 (4 NH, 1 o.g.), 528A (3 NH, 1 o.g.), 528B (6 NH, 2 o.g.), 531 (6 NH, 1 o.g.), 532 o.g., 534 (2 NH, 
2 o.g.), 534A NH, 535 (6 NH, 3 o.g.), 536 (6 NH, 4 o.g.), 537 (21 NH, 2 o.g.), 538 (3 NH), 540 (7 NH), 541 (4 NH), 542 (11
NH), 548-50 (9 o.g. sets), 546 o.g., 548 (30 NH, 8 o.g.), 549 (21 NH, 15 o.g.) and 550 (12 NH, 2 o.g.). A few gum issues
among the early issues (with the occasional regum or dist. o.g.), overall high quality with many well centered and
hand-picked singles by a knowledgeable quality conscious dealer who organized and priced according to quality. High
value dealer stock with previous owners retail over $67,000+, generally F.-V.F. appearance, an quality fresh stock full of
useful pieces, viewing recommended. Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

177 HH/H U.S., Better Regular Issue Stock.  Of over 500 quality regular issues in three clean blue dealer counter books,
15//1229, some no gum and removed cancels among early classics, generally o.g. unless noted otherwise, better items
include: 15, 69, 71, 73 (2), 76 (3), 78, 96, 98, 112, 113 (4), 114 (2), 117, 120, 146, 154, 156, 161, 179 (3), 208, 209b, 211
(4), 214 (2), 215, 216, 219D, 219D o.g. graded by PSE and PF 90), 221 (2 NH), 222 (1 NH, 1 o.g.), 223, 224 (1 NH, 1 o.g.),
225 (1 NH, 1 o.g.), 226 (3), 227 (3), 228 (3), 229, 230 (2 NH with jumbo margins), 232 with PF certificate, 235 NH, 236 (3
NH), 237 (3 NH), 238 (2 NH, 3 o.g.), 239 (3 NH, 1 o.g.), 240 (5), 246 (2 NH), 248 NH, 250 NH, 251 NH, 253 (2 NH), 255 NH,
257, 258, 260 (1 NH, 2 o.g.), 261 o.g., 268 (2 NH), 269 (4 NH), 270 (4 NH), 271, 272 (3 NH, 1 o.g.), 273 (1 NH, 1 o.g.), 281
NH, 284 (2), 287 (3 NH), 288, 290 NH, 291 (2), 296 NH, 297 NH, 298 (2 NH, 1 o.g.), 299 (4 NH, 2 o.g.), 303 NH, 304 (3), 305 
NH, 306 (4 NH), 307 (1 NH, 3 o.g.), 308 (2 NH), 309 (2 NH), 310 (4), 311, 325 (2 NH), 326 NH, 327 (2 NH, 2 o.g.), 330 (2
NH), 335 (2 NH), 339 NH, 340 NH, 341, 342 (2), 345 (3 NH pairs, one is a line pair), 347 NH imperf line pair, 347V strip of 4,
357 (2 NH), 358 NH, 369, 380 NH, 381 (2), 382 (2 NH), 396 pair, 399 (2), 400 (2 NH), 400A (2 NH), 403 (3), 407 NH, 411
NH line pair, 411 NH paste up pair, 413 (2 line pairs), 416 NH, 417 NH PSE certificate, 418 (1 NH, 2 o.g.), 419 (1 NH, 1
o.g.), 420, 422 regummed, 438, 441 NH PSE graded 95, 443 NH line pair, 443 NH pair, 444 line pair, 447 line pair (1 NH, 1
o.g.), 447 (4 NH pairs), 454 line pair PSAG certificate, 454 (2 NH pair), 457 line pair, 458 NH line pair, 468 NH, 469, 470
NH, 475 (2 NH), 479 NH, 480 (2), 487 (2 NH line pairs), 493 (2 NH line pair), 497 (3 NH line pair and 1 NH pair), 500 NH with
PSE certificate, 507 NH, 508 NH, 515 NH, 516 (4 NH), 518 (2 NH), 523 (2 NH), 524 (1 NH, 1 o.g.), 536 NH, 543 NH PSE
graded 95, 547 (1 NH, 4 o.g.), 550 NH PSE graded 90, 558 NH PSE certificate, 570 o.g. PSE graded 98, 572 (1 NH, 1 o.g.), 
573 (4 NH, 3 o.g.), 579, 591 (2 NH), 658-68 (1 set NH, 1 set o.g.), 669-79 (1 set NH, 2 sets o.g.), 660 NH PSE graded 90,
664 (3 NH, 1 with PSE graded 85), 665 (2 NH), 666 NH PSE graded 90, 666 NH, 677 NH, 679 (3 NH), 701 (3 NH) and 701
NH PSE graded 95, generally high quality stock that will be sure to please, previous dealers retail price over $79,000,
generally F.-V.F. Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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178 HH/H U.S., Stock of Mint Singles.  In 7 dealer stock books, #s 551//1053, containing the following better: 555 (6
NH, 10 o.g.), 556 (2 NH, 16 o.g.), 557 (8 NH, 14 o.g.), 558 (3 NH, 6 o.g.), 559 (21 NH, 7 o.g.), 560 (5 NH, 20 o.g.), 561 (20
NH, 16 o.g.), 562 (1 NH, 9 o.g.), 564 (12 NH, 10 o.g.), 566 (2 NH, 9 o.g.), 567 (5 NH, 10 o.g.), 568 (18 NH, 14 o.g.), 569 (4
NH, 7 o.g.), 570 (6 NH, 6 o.g.), 571 (12 NH, 6 o.g.), 572 (13 NH, 1 o.g.), 575 (26 NH), 576 (32 NH, 18 o.g.), 577 (31 NH),
579 (3 NH), 585 (11 NH, 9 o.g.), 589 (3 NH, 4 o.g.), 590 (11 NH, 7 o.g.), 591 (3 NH, 1 o.g.), 600 (17 NH line pairs, 15 NH
pairs, 6 NH singles, 4 o.g. line pairs), 601 (9 NH line pairs, 8 NH pairs, 15 NH singles, 2 o.g. line pairs), 602 (13 NH line
pairs, 13 NH pairs), 603 (3 NH line pairs, 14 NH pairs), 611 (6 NH blocks, 11 NH pairs, 8 NH singles), 612 (21 NH, 15
o.g.), 614-16 (5 sets), 614 (43 NH, 11 o.g.), 615 (21 NH, 16 o.g.), 616 (15 NH, 26 o.g.), 617-19 (2 NH blocks of 4 sets, 6
NH sets and 2 o.g. sets), 617 (41 NH, 5 o.g.), 618 (44 NH, 2 o.g.), 619 (32 NH, 19 o.g., 3 NH/o.g. blocks of 4), 620 (56
NH, 11 NH blocks of 4), 621 (38 NH, 4 NH blocks of 4, 16 o.g.), 622 (6 NH, 16 o.g.), 623 (17 NH, 14 o.g.), 628 (53 NH),
632-42 (20+ sets), 648 (36 NH, 18 NH blocks of 4, 9 o.g.), 650 (41 NH, 2 NH blocks of 4), 656 (12 NH line pairs, 23 NH
pairs, 6 NH singles, 20 o.g. singles), 686 (21 NH line pairs, 28 NH pairs), 687 (12 NH line pairs, 11 pairs), 692-701 (6 NH
sets, 1 o.g. set), 692 (45 NH), 693 (36 NH), 694 (44 NH), 695 (41 NH), 696 (41 NH), 697 (38 NH), 698 (34 NH), 699 (25
NH), 700 (12 NH, 23 o.g.), 701 (24 NH, 10 o.g.), 723 (2 NH line pairs, 2 NH pairs, 18 NH singles, 2 o.g. pairs, 8 o.g.
singles), 832 (57 NH), 833 (31 NH), 834 (10 NH), 839-51 NH (3 sets, 6 singles), lots of Prexy coil line pairs, pairs and
singles and 1053 (27 NH, 2 o.g.). High quality with many well centered and hand-picked singles by a knowledgeable
quality conscious dealer who organized and priced accordingly. Previous owners retail over $36,000, generally F.-V.F.,
an quality fresh stock full of useful pieces, viewing recommended. Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

179 HH/H U.S., Plate Block Dealer Stock.  Slightly over 300 better plate blocks on dealer black cards, containing 230
(2), 231, 235, 285 (2), 286 (2), 294 (4), 328 (2), 329 (2), 332, 337, 345, 371, 373 (2), 401, 424 “Coil Stamps”, 483 (3),
484, 509, 511, 512, 527 (2), 528 (3), 528A, 531, 534, 536, 537, 538 (4), 542, 549 (3), 555, 557, 559, 564 with six point
star, 565, 575-77 (2 sets), 577 with star (5), 579, 588, 590, 612, 614-16 (2 sets), 617 (2), 618 (4), 619 (2), 620 (3), 621
(2), 628, 631 set of matched plates, 637//642 and 692//699 group of matched plates, 2¢ reds, 648 (3), 663, 664, 701 (3),
834 (4), 1048//1052a group of matched plates, 1053 (5), C4, C10, C21 (6), C22 (7), Q1, JQ1, J87, J88 (4), RW37 (2) and 
RW38, a lovely group of better plate blocks with an owners retail value of over $30,000, generally F.-V.F., examination
is encouraged. Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

180 H/m U.S., Wholesale Groups, Blocks and Plate Number Multiples Stock.  Singles or pairs: 294-99 set with
plate numbers, 442 (5 NH pairs), 540 (8), 548-50 (5 sets), 622-3 (6 sets), 839-51 line pair set, 2602 Bulk Rate plate
number A32333 strip of 5, C20-22 (10), C52 large and small hole line strips of 6, PR1 (2), PR2 (5), PR3 (3), PR4, PR5,
PR6, RW3, RW4, RW6, RW7 (3), RW9, RW73b (2), RW74b, WS2, o.g. blocks: 158, 210, 213, 231, 232 (2), 233 (2),
236, 237, 269, 272, 285-86, 294 (2), 295, 296, 298, 306, 323 (2), 325 (2), 328-30, 328-29 with plate numbers, 339, 346
(2), 368 (3), 371 centerline block (2), 400, 401, 402, 419, 426 (2), 428, 435a, 505 block of 9 (5c surrounded by normal
2c), 532, 540, 540a, 541, 548-50, 550 (2), 562, 568, 569, 571, 572, 612, 619, 617-19, 620 various arrow and position
blocks, 620-21 center line block set, 623, 647-48, 692-700, 1053, C1, C4 (2), C6, E12, RW37, RW38 and plate number
strips of 3: 232, 294 (7), 326, 329 (2), 330 and J38. Massive retail value with the previous dealers retail price of over
$26,000., generally F.-V.F., a great lot in overall great condition!. Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

181 m U.S., Used Stock.  Over 100 quality hand picked singles including 1a, 1 with blue town cancel, 1, 7 horizontal
pair, 10 (4), 11/11A group of 15 stamps, some with massive margins, some plated, one with PF certificate, 14 (2), 15 (4,
2 with clean PF certificates), 17, 18, 25, 32 (2), 33 (2), 38, 62B, 67, 71 (4), 72 (2), 73 green cancel, 76 (2), 77, 78, 78/78B
(6), 86 (2), 87 (2), 89 (2), 90, 92 (2), 95, 95 dark brown variety with PF certificate, 96-98, 100, 118 (3), 119 (2), 121 (2),
134, 137, 138, 151 (3), 152, 153 (4), 154 (2), 155 (2), 166 (2), 184 with massive balanced margins, 190, 191 (4), 214,
217 (4), 218, 238, 239, 240 (2), 241 (3), 242 (5), 260, 262 (2), 275a, 294-99, 313, 343 with PSE graded 98 certificate,
397 PSE graded 95J certificate, 400A PSE graded 90 certificate, 523, Confederate States 62X3, 8 rejoined strip of 5
and Hawaii 2, condition is better than usual with overall condition appearing mostly clean and will be sure to please,
previous dealers retail price about $28’,000, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

182 H/m U.S., Dealer Stock.  In three large stockbook, plus a small box full of partial 604 and 840 coil rolls, stockbooks
are full of mostly mint (mostly never hinged) stamps, neatly laid out on stockpages by issue with a strong focus on late
Washington / Franklin coils and 1920’s commemoratives and coils, mostly well centered and useful singles in larger
quantities (larger quantities are noted) consisting of: 264 (47), 300 (42), 319, 367, 372, 383 (28 blocks of 4), 424 (40+),
441 (70 singles, 160+ pairs, 25+ line pairs), 486 (100+ singles, 235 pairs, 28 line pairs), 489 (50 singles, 1,000+ pairs),
490 (60+ singles, 100+ pairs, 22 line pairs), 530 (50), 536 (50+), 542 (50+), 577, 581 (90), 597 (30 pairs), 598 (70+
singles, 130+ pairs), 600 (80+ pairs, 7 line pairs), 602 (10 singles, 160+ pairs, 39 line pairs), 603 (200 singles, 45+
pairs), 604 (50 singles, 120 pairs, 50+ line pairs), 605 (100 pairs), 606 (20 singles, 10 pairs), 631 (20 gutter blocks of 4),
636 (200+), 637 (50+), 638 (50+), 639 (50+), 640 (70+), 641 (50+), 642 (50+), 548-50, 614-19, 648 (45+), 658 (60+),
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660 (30+), 670 (50+), 715 (50+), C8 (90+), C11 (30+), C12 (130+), C22 (20+) and C24 (45+), generally F.-V.F. Dealers
should take note of this stock. There are many well centered stamps and condition is generally sound. You will find
many useful and salable stamps throughout. Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

183 HH/H U.S., Comprehensive Massive Early Tagging, Untagged and Fluorescent Bright Papers Stock,
1954-95.  (Scott #1030/2938, C51/C114) one of the most comprehensive specialized modern stocks available in the
marketplace, includes items with a nominal face value, but a retail value into $100’s each or more, thousands of singles
and blocks in quantities up to 100’s of some issues, with values ranging from a few dollars to $350. This is such a
substantial lot of retail and face value coming in at the last minute, we were unable to come up with a complete analysis,
however a dealers old inventory list is included, stock is carefully organized and labeled in glassines organized by a
detail oriented tagging specialist who accumulated these scarce varieties over decades, with many specialized tagging
varieties including early experimental tagging issues from 1950’s to 1960’s that are incredibly scarce and sell for high
percentages of catalog value, tagging varieties include mottled tagging, tagging anomalies, the famous “Look” coil
including the scarce line pair, various tag types: early Liberties and Prominent Americans with type III tagging (with gap
track lines), ghost plate numbers, untagged errors, Fluorescent Bright Papers (sorted from Low to High brightness), a
few items of note include 1897A (100’s of pairs and strips sorted by varieties), 1903 (20+ line pairs, tagging anomaly),
2279 (10+ pairs), C67a (70+ singles), hundreds of 1980’s Great American’s issue singles, plate blocks, zip blocks, etc.
with tagging omitted that each have catalog values from $10+ to $100+ including 2172a Zip block and 30+ singles (Scott 
$140 each). An owners inventory reports the previous owners retail value of this group to be well into the ten’s of
thousands of dollars, but should be double checked as some quantities have changed, o.g., mostly never hinged,
F.-V.F., viewing is seriously recommended to properly evaluate. Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

184 HH/H/m U.S., Impressive Precancel Coil Stock, 1923-87.  (Scott number 597/2262a) in three boxes of glassines
from a detail oriented philatelist who accumulated these difficult coil pairs and line pairs and carefully sorted and
indexed them by Scott number and city of precancel, with Scott values ranging from a couple of dollars each up to
$1,100, adding up to many thousands of dollars worth of retail value (owners estimated retail is approximately $50,000), 
many hours of work have been spent processing and organizing these into this stock seldom seen in this quantity, a few
items of note include 1054A with various cities (several line pairs, Scott $125 each), 1299a (5 line pairs, Scott $290 each 
and hundreds of pairs), 1305Ef line pair (Scott $1,100), several 1520 (6 line pairs and 7 combination line and gap strips
of 3, Scott lists line pairs for $185 each) and many many scarce moderate premium items in the $50 and up range, o.g.,
mostly never hinged, F.-V.F., viewing is strongly recommended to properly evaluate. Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

185 HH/H/m U.S., Huge Early 20th Century Stock, 1922-43.  In six boxes of singles and plate blocks in glassines (Scott
number 552-921), one of the most comprehensive specialized stocks we’ve seen, that could easily from the basis for a
study of this popular area, thousands of plate blocks and singles in large quantities, dealers old inventory list is included
from a detail oriented dealer, with some better items including 572 (3), 634A, 634 long ear variety (in blocks of 4 or 6), a
few Kans. Nebr. values, 701 plate block, a few Washington Bicentennial plate blocks including 715, 859-93 (30++ sets),
overrun countries (with several reverse printings) and many slight premium plate blocks and singles that quickly add up
to impressive Scott value, used, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance, viewing is strongly
recommended to properly evaluate. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

186 HH/H U.S., Large Block and Plate Block Stock.  Over 300 pieces, mostly on dealer cards and individually
identified and priced, with better plate blocks consisting of: 287 plate block of 4, 329 (7 plate number strips of 3, 5 plate
blocks of 6), 367, 531, 540, 548 (10), 549 (3), 554 (4), 575 (2), 576 (8), 577 (3), 581 (3), 582 (6), 583 (7), 586 (2), 588,
595, 611 (3), 612, 614 (6), 614-16, 617 (5), 618 (4), 619, 627 (8), 629 (3), 641 (13), 643 (3), 644 (10), 645 (8), 646 (9),
647-48, 649 (6), 650 (12), 654 (7), 655 (6), 657 (7), 658 (6), 660 (2), 669, 670 (3), 671 (13), 692-701, 692 (8), 693 (7),
694 (9), 695 (7), 696 (6), 697 (6), 698 (6), 699 (4), 700 (2), 701, 704-15, 1053 (2), C7-9 (2 sets), C12 (2), C16, C20-22 (2
sets), group of mostly complete sets of plate block: 551//568, 581//591, 658//79 (includes key values 666 and 679),
blocks of 4: 230 (3), 231 (5), 285 (3), 286 (2), 294 (2), 295 (2), 367 (3), 397, 398 (2), 540 (2), 558, 611 (7), 612 (2),
614-16 (2 sets), 616 (2), 617-19, 621 (3) and 622-23, overall decent quality adding up to high Scott value with many
useful individual items to be pulled out when broken down., generally F.-V.F. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

187 HH/H U.S., Modern Blocks and Plate Block Dealer Stock.  Over 4,000 dealer counter cards in six large red boxes
620-21 (3 set of blocks) and plate blocks: 633 (6), 637 (23), 638 (21), 639 (12), 640 (21), 641 (15), 642 (24), 643 (5), 644
(4), 649 (17), 650 (2), 654 (8), 655 (6), 657 (22), 659, 660 (2), 680 (25), 681 (21), 682 (6), 683 (6), 685 (30), 688 (11), 689
(19), 690 (25), 696 (4), 706 (7), 708 (6), 709 (7), 710 (6), 711 (9), 712 (11), 713 (6), 714 (7), 715 (2), 718 (16), 719 (12),
724 (25), 725 (23), 726 (36), 733 (14), 734 (18), 745 (18), 746 (23), 747 (20), 748 (17), 749 (18), a massive amount of 2¢
reds, 752 (11), 753 (18), 754 (8), 755 (11), imperf Parks, Army / Navy, Presidentials to 50c, Famous Americans, C7 (3),
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C8 (5), C9 (6), C10 (2), C10a (10), C11 (15), C16 (7), C17 (11), C19 (15), C21 (5), C22 (3), C31 (25) and E18 (10), with
well over $16,000 of owners retail value on about 1/3 of the dealer cards, approximately 2/3rds of the cards are
unpriced, so the value will be much more than that, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F., a great lot in great
condition!. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

188 H/m U.S., Dealer Stock.  Mostly regular issues in 14 dealer counter books. Highlights include mint: 223-27, 229,
230-36, 249, 253-55, 296, 297, 302, 306, 309, 310, 311, 312, 323-25 (2), 400A, 403, 404, 407, 414-23, 429-31, 433-34,
437-40, 445 pair, 446 pair, 456 pair, 457 line pair, 458 NH pair, 464-66, 468-75, 479, 497 NH pair, 505 (5c surrounded by 
normal 2c block of 6, 572, 591 (3), 614-21, 634A, C1, C2-C3 center line blocks, C5, C6 (2), J44, PR16, used: 7, 9, 10, 14, 
15, 17, 29, 33, 36, 67, 69, 70-72, 76-78, 208, 312, 477 and E1, generally F.-V.F. appearance, plenty of useful stamps,
viewing strongly encouraged. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

189 m U.S., Stock of Better Used.  In 8 Dealer stock books, containing the following better singles: 163 (10), 165
(15), 189 (17), 190 (13), 205 (40), 208 (2), 208a, 211 (28), 214 (6), 215 (30), 216 (22), 218, 219-29 (4 sets), 228 (10), 233 
(18), 234 (43), 235 (13), 236 (38), 237 (23), 238 (8), 239 (3), 288 (12), 289 (6), 290 (9), 296 (13), 297 (19), 298 (7), 299
(15), 323-27 (3 sets), 326 (21), 328-30 (19 sets), 399 (29), 400 (11), 400A (18), 403 (8), 500, 524 (3), 547 (12), 548-50
(15 sets), 572 (14), 573 (12), 614-16 (18 sets), 617-19 (17 sets), 634A (21), 661 (32), 663 (6), 664 (10), 665 (34), 667
(7), 668 (17), 672 (34), 673 (4), 674 (17), 675 (18), 676 (18), 677 (6), 679 (3) and some priority and express high face
value singles. High value dealer stock with previous owners retail over $23,000., generally F.-V.F. appearance.

Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

190 HH/H/m U.S., Massive Back-of-the-Book Stock, 1885-1989.  One of the most comprehensive specialized stocks
we’ve seen in a while, ranges from older issues to some decent modern items with a nominal face value, but high retail,
thousands and thousands of blocks and singles in large quantities, dealers old inventory list is included, stock is
carefully organized and labeled in glassines from a detail oriented dealer, with scarce modern varieties including wet /
dry printing, shiny / dull gum, various plate numbers, etcetera, including: E1 (no gum), E2 (3 used), E3 (6 used), E7 NH,
E12 (2 NH), E13 (4 NH), many plate blocks and singles of higher denominations E21-23, Private Vending Coils with
some higher denominations, test and blank labels, Parcel Post including. Q9 NH, Q11 hinged, JQ2 (4 NH), JQ4 LH, K6,
Modern officials, massive amount of O127-29 plate blocks and singles (60 plate blocks and 100+ singles of each),
O129A (100’s of singles), O139 (17 plate strips of 3), O143 (600+) and some Telegraph booklet panes, used, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., lovely old stock with plenty of value in large quantities. Viewing is recommended to
properly evaluate. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

191 HH/H U.S., Mega Dealer Stock of Coils, 1954-98.  One of the most specialized modern coil stocks available in the
marketplace, includes items with a nominal face value, such a substantial lot of retail and face value coming in at the last
minute, we were unable to come up with a complete analysis, however a dealers old inventory list is included, stock is
carefully organized and labeled in glassines from a detail oriented dealer, with many vary scarce varieties including dull
/ shiny gum, small / large hole, various plate numbers, shades and various gum types, etcetera, containing 1055a (150+ 
pairs), 1055a dull gum (100+ pairs), 1059 (60+ pairs, 7 line pairs), 1225/1225a (100’s of pairs or line pairs, sorted into
tagged or untagged), 1298 (100’s of pairs or line pairs), 1303 (400+ pairs or line pairs), 1304 (400+ pairs or line pairs),
1304C (100+ pairs or line pairs), 1305C (100+ pairs or line pairs), 1305Ei (50+ pairs), 1338A (400+ line pairs), 1338G
(100+ line pairs and 100+ pairs), 1401 (100+ dull gum and 100+ shiny gum pairs), 1402 (100+ pairs and 100+ line pairs), 
1518 (500+ pairs), 1519 (150+ pairs), 1520 (300+ pairs), and similar quantities through the Americana issue,
Transportation issue with various plate number strips of 3/5 with various plate numbers including some early difficult
plate numbers, A-G place holder issues for the various new denominations, presorts, bulk rate, etcetera, o.g., mostly
never hinged, F.-V.F., viewing recommended to properly evaluate. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

192 HH/H U.S., Kans. Nebr. Stock of Mint Singles.  In a dealer stock book, containing the following better: 658 (22 NH, 
4 o.g.), 659 (10 NH, 4 o.g.), 660 (20 NH, 1 o.g.), 661 (11 NH, 5 o.g.), 662 (16 NH, 6 o.g.), 663 (22 NH, 7 o.g.), 664 (10 NH,
6 o.g.), 665 (22 NH, 12 o.g.), 666 (14 NH, 8 o.g.), 667 (21 NH, 11 o.g.), 668 (14 NH, 10 o.g.), 669 (18 NH, 2 o.g.), 670 (26
NH, 2 o.g.), 671 (14 NH, 11 o.g.), 672 (7 NH, 5 o.g.), 673 (8 NH, 9 o.g.), 674 (4 NH, 5 o.g.), 675 (11 NH, 6 o.g.), 676 (7 NH, 
11 o.g.), 677 (7 NH, 3 o.g.), 678 (4 NH, 4 o.g.) and 679 (7 NH, 9 o.g.). Overall high quality with many well centered and
hand-picked singles by a knowledgeable quality conscious dealer who organized and priced accordingly. Previous
owner’s retail over $10,000, generally F.-V.F. appearance, an quality fresh stock full of useful pieces, viewing
recommended. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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193 H/m U.S., Back-of-the-Book Stock.  In 6 dealer stock books, containing the following better: E1, E3 (4), E5, E6,
E7 (3), E11, E12 (2), E12a (2), E13 (20), F1 (1), J3, J23 (2), J40, J46, J47, J61 (20 NH), J62 (24 NH), J68 (86 NH), J69
(14 NH), J70 (17 NH), J71 (34 NH), J73 (2), J74, J78a (2 NH), J79-87 NH, J79 (32 NH), J85 (3 NH), J88-101 (3 NH sets),
O3, O15, O17, O52, O84, O90 (2 o.g.), O91 o.g., O118, O133 (13 NH), O139 (30 NH), O151 (24 NH), PR10, PR11,
PR62, PR121 (3), PR122 (3), PR123 (2), PR124 (2), K1 (1 o.g., 2 used), K2 (2 o.g., 1 used) K3 o.g., K4 (1 NH, 2 o.g.), K5
o.g., K6 o.g., K8 NH, K10 o.g., K11a NH, K13 NH, K17 NH, JQ1 (1 NH, 2 o.g.), JQ2 (1 NH, 2 o.g.), JQ3 (2 NH), JQ4 NH,
Q1 (8 NH, 4 o.g.), Q2 (7 NH, 5 o.g.), Q3 (1 NH, 5 o.g.), Q4 (1 NH, 2 o.g.), Q5 (1 NH, 2 o.g.), Q6 (1 NH, 2 o.g.), Q8 o.g.,
Q10 o.g., QE1 (21 NH, 3 o.g.), QE2 (7 NH, 5 o.g.), QE2a (10 NH), QE3 (3 NH, QE3a (7 NH), QE4 (3 NH, 1 o.g.) and
QE4a (6 o.g.). High catalog dealer stock, filled with useful singles that should realize a decent profit when broken down,
generally F.-V.F. appearance, viewing recommended. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

194 HH/H U.S., Better Wholesale Group.  Including decent, quality plate blocks, plate strips and souvenir sheets on
black stock sheets, consisting of 329 (10 plate number strips of 3), 583 (15 plate blocks), 586 (10 plate blocks), 644 (8
plate blocks), 657 (20 plate blocks), 735 (20), 740-49 (6 plate blocks), 750 (18), 751 (8), 756-65 (3 plate blocks), RW73b
(15) and RW74b (2), previous dealers retail price $10,000+, generally F.-V.F., Inspect with care.

Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

195 HH/H/m U.S., Comprehensive Coil Stock, 1910’s-80’s.  With thousands of singles, pairs and line pairs, carefully
organized by a detail oriented dealer with an inventory list containing 100+ entries with quantities ranging from 1 to
100’s, starting with lots of Washington Franklins, starting with a few early stamps with a strong selection of 1916
Washington issues, Fourth Bureau coils sorted by centering with a good eye for sorting shades and unusual varieties,
continuing to various 1920’s and 30’s coils and the Presidential issue, nice selection of airmail coils, unusual selection of 
difficult test coils and finally bizarre EFO’s with many plate number captures as well as ink smears, imperfs, perf shifts,
etc. up to the 1980’s, used, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., a well organized stock with accompanying inventory
list that should really be viewed to properly evaluate. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

196 HH U.S., Mint NH Dealer Stock, 1880-1925.  Meaty dealer stock, includes 231 (2), 267 (3), 285 (2), 287, 294 (2),
295 (2), 296, 297, 299, 323 (2), 324 (2), 340, 399, 400, useful Washington Franklins, 550, 619 (3), loads of on demand
stamps, come on down, grab a chair and peruse, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $9,000 (Owner’s).

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

197 HH/H U.S., Mint Dealer Stock, 1929-55.  Includes Kansas Nebraska (2) plus extra Kansas, Prexies complete (6),
859-893 blocks of four (2), Liberty issue complete (6), plus Washington Bicentennial sets, 751 S/S (20), a few condition
issues, but generally, F.-V.F. Scott $9,000 (Owner’s). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

198 HH U.S., Mint NH Dealer Stock, 1893-1926.  Includes 231 (2), 285, 286, 294 (2), 295, 296, 297, 299, 323 (2), 324 
(3), good Washington Franklins, 397 (2), 398 (2), 400, 401, 568 (2), 569 (2), 579, 584 (2), 616, 619 (3), nice selection,
please inspect, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $8,200 (Owner’s). Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

199 HH/H/m U.S., Huge Mint Precancel Specialized Stock, 1897-1990.  In four stock boxes of glassines packed with
hundreds of different (thousands of stamps ranging from 279/2443, C72/C79b, J89/J100), mostly o.g. (many NH)
precancels, carefully organized in individual glassines from a detail oriented dealer with many unusual and difficult mint
precancels that could easily be broken down for individual sale, containing better items including: 427 (7 blocks of 4 with
plate numbers), 428 block of 4 with plate number, 430 (4 blocks of 4 with plate numbers), 431 plate block of 6, 433 block
of 4 with plate number, various perf 11 denomination blocks of 4 with plate numbers, Prexy and Liberty plate blocks,
1384a (6¢ Christmas), bureau precancels up to Scott 2443, airmails and postage dues, dealers inventory list is
available, many hours of work have been spent processing and organizing these into this stock seldom seen in this
quantity, generally F.-V.F., viewing is strongly recommended to properly evaluate. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

200 HH/H U.S., Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1847-1960.  Residing in two counter books, includes used unless noted #1
pen cancelled and another with partial town cancel, 69 (2), 70, 71, mint 77, 90, 120, 166, mint proofs 207P4, 213P4 &
LO1P4, mint 213 plate number and imprint strip of five, 218, O10S, and a book of useful back of the book items, a great
addition to your stock, some condition issues, examination is urged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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201 HH/H U.S., Select Dealer’s Stock on Black Cards.  Over 80 black sales cards with top quality U.S. neatly
presented for sale; highlights include 207, 210, 213, 214 (with P.F. cert - fiber inclusion), 220, 264 (with graded PSE
cert. XF-90), 287, 325 block, 327 hinged, 335, 368, 371 and 373 pairs, 406 (with graded PSE cert. XF-90), 410 coil line
pairs (9), 414, 426, 434-5, 457 pair, 488 line pairs (4), 510 oxidized (with PSE cert. graded VF-XF-85), 517, 518 hinged,
526 (4), 528A, 534 pair and block, 579 (2), some nice 1938 Presidentials with graded certs.; C6, elusive J74’s (3), a well
centered Q12 (with graded PSE cert. VG-F-60 - regummed over thin), plus some better plate blocks including 525, 530,
and 534; a very choice group of better stamps for any show dealer or eBay dealer looking to spice up their inventory; lots
of potential, especially in the early well centered stamps, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

202 HH/H U.S., Packed Dealer Project Box.  100’s and 100’s of little premium items thrown together in a box randomly
filled with a good selection of errors, some early mint banknotes, plate number singles, plate blocks, 2¢ red plate block
group, etcetera. As we quickly view, we see some interesting items of note: 216 o.g., 226 regummed, 256 o.g., 272 o.g.,
1909a ($9.35 Express) booklet, 2176 perf shift block, C6 o.g., quality appears decent throughout with some decent
profit for a dealer who doesn’t mind putting in a little work, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

203 HH U.S., Plate Number Coil Dealer Stock, 1985-2000.  PNC stock in glassines, strips of three to five stamps,
includes mostly 29¢ to 32¢ values, total face $1,500.00, tremendous catalog value, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.

Estimate $800 - 1,200

204 HH U.S., Mint Issue Stock, 1903-61.  Containing many, many thousands of stamps in five large stockbooks from
fresh broken sheets (so some straight edges should be expected), containing 319 (23), 332 (50), 367 (125+), 554 (50),
582 (40), 627 (150+), 628 (30), some portions of White Plains sheets, 644 (200+), 645 (100), 646 (70), 649 (170+), 650
(50+), 680 (250), Washington Bicentennial, Farley’s, Park’s, a massive amount of 3¢ commemoratives, C7 (80+), C8
(20+), C11 (30+) and C19 (30+), o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F., a wonderful opportunity with much profit
potential. Estimate $750 - 1,000

205 HH/H/m U.S., Dealer Stock, 1971-91.  Thousands of singles and plate blocks, carefully organized in glassines from a
detail oriented dealer, containing over $1,500 worth of face value postage, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F., neat old
stock with plenty of value in large quantities. Viewing recommended. Estimate $750 - 1,000

206 m U.S., Used Dealer Stock, 1851-1975.  In a counter book, includes 15, 150, 162, 311 (2), 547 (3), E4, E7,
E1-E10 (3), O3, O36, O56, PR119, Q11 (2), Q12 (2), Q1-Q12 (4), useful sale able items, please examine, F.-V.F.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

207 HH/H U.S., Mint Dealer Stock, 1851-1945.  Presented in a counter book, includes 219, 299, 302, 326, 327, 377,
407 (2), 14, 416, 444 line pair, 471, 476, 535 pair, 550 (2), 572, White Plains sheet (3), 621 (6), 834, C1, some mixed
condition, should be plenty of sale able stamps, please examine, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000

208 ES U.S., Better Essay Stock.  Quality singles on black dealer cards, consisting of Lowenberg: 79E8a (blue,
green single, pair and strip of 3, purple pair, red pair), 156E2, 158E3, 161E1, Specimens: 189Sk (1 o.g., 1 no gum),
190Sk (1 o.g. and 1 no gum), 191Sk (1 o.g. and 1 no gum), 205Sk (1 o.g. and 1 no gum), 208Sk (1 o.g. and 1 no gum),
207Sd no gum, 209Sk o.g., 210Sk (3 o.g. and 3 no gum, various shades: Rose Lake, Scarlet, Red Brown, Rose Lake?),
211Sk o.g., 212Sk (1 o.g. and 1 no gum), 214Sk (2 o.g. and 1 no gum), previous dealers retail price $2,500+, generally
F.-V.F. Estimate $600 - 800

209 H U.S., Mint & Used Stock, 1847-1922.  Small group includes four margin #1 tied to piece by red St Louis MO
cd, 15, 17, 20, 24, 25, 35, 69, 70a, 71, 78b, 89, 98, 162, 240, 276, mint includes 9, 36, 92, a nice group for the internet or
bourse dealer, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

210 HH/H/m U.S., Dealer Stock, 1888-1960.  Thousands of mint & used stamps in three large stock books, includes
Farleys, used Prexies to the $5, used C7-C9 in quantity, mint C31 plate blocks (2), CE1-, back of the book, careful
inspection should yield plenty of surprises, F.-V.F. Estimate $400 - 600

211 HH/H/m U.S., Specialized Presidential Issue Stock.  One of the most comprehensive specialized stocks we’ve
seen, that could easily from the basis for a study of this popular area, hundreds of plate blocks and singles in large
quantities, dealers old inventory list is included, stock is carefully organized and labeled in glassines from a detail
oriented dealer, with scarce gum, color and inking varieties, unchecked for premium well centered singles, mostly o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F., viewing is recommended to properly evaluate. Estimate $400 - 600
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212 HH/H U.S., Coil Line Pair and Plate Number Strips of 3/5 Stock.  In 3 dealer stock books, containing a good
selection of slight premium and a good variety of line pairs from 1054/1947 including $1 O’Neill and plate number strips
of 3 or 5 from 1891/4132. Face value over $475, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400

213 HH/H U.S., Booklet and Booklet Pane Mega Dealer Stock.  One of the most comprehensive specialized modern
booklet stocks available in the marketplace, includes items with a nominal face value, but a retail value into $100’s each
or more, well over 5,000 panes or booklets, such a substantial lot of retail and face value coming in at the last minute, we
were unable to come up with a complete analysis, however a dealers old inventory list is included, stock is carefully
organized and labeled in glassines from a detail oriented dealer, with many vary scarce varieties including electric eye
markings, dull gum, high bright papers, shiny / dull gum, etcetera, that have high catalog values in Furman, containing
1393a Eisenhower (100+), 1395b Eisenhower (50+), 1510c Jefferson Memorial (50+), 1889a American Wildlife (50+
with interesting positions), 1893a 18¢ Flag (75+), 1896a 20¢ Flag (40+), 1896b 20¢ Flag (50+), 2116a 22¢ Flag (75+),
2121a Seashells (100++), 2122a $10.75 Express (6), 2182a Jack London (100+), 2197a Jack London (100+), 2282a E
Rate (75+), 2283a Pheasant (60), 2285b Birds (600+), 2359a Constitution (15+), 2366a Locomotive (40+), 2385a
Classic Cars (40), 2409a Steamboats (40+), 2427a 25¢ Madonna (80+), 2429a 25¢ Seasons Greetings (80+), 2484a
Wood Duck (20+), 2514b 25¢ Madonna (30+), 2516a 25¢ Seasons Greetings (50+), 2527a 29¢ Flower (20+), 2798a
29¢ Seasons Greetings (20+), 2916a 32¢ Flag (50++), 2921a 32¢ Flag (50+), BK270 32¢ Holiday Greetings (50 - $65
each), 3485c Statue of Liberty (6), BK291 Antique Toys (10+), BK291B 37¢ Flag (6), o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.,
neat old stock with plenty of value in large quantities. Viewing recommended. Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

214 HH U.S., Booklet Face Stock, 1970-90.  Many hundreds of booklet panes, most are self adhesive, 20¢ to 37¢
values, but generally 32 & 33¢, total face value $15,000.00, a tidy lot to ease your postal costs, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

215 HH/H U.S., Lovely Booklet and Booklet Pane Stock.  On dealer black cards and “107" cards, neatly identified and 
priced, with better items: 319g (1 NH, 7 o.g.), 331a, 332a, 374a NH, 375a (2), 405b (2), 463a, BKC1 NH, C10a (6),
PS11b (2), S1c, S6a booklet, a couple uncut booklet covers and more, previous dealers retail price $4,400+, sure to be
a bargain at our conservative estimate, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

216 HH U.S., Specialized Booklet Stock, 1950’s to 1980’s.  Part of one of the most comprehensive specialized
stocks we’ve seen, includes many modern items with a nominal face value, but high retail, hundreds of modern booklets 
in large quantities, dealers old inventory list is included, stock is carefully organized and labeled in glassines from a
detail oriented dealer, with difficult varieties including various plate numbers and pane positions, with regular issues,
airmails and insurance, 1035A/2121a, C72b/C79a, QI1/QI5, containing 1949a with vertically shifted perforations,
2121a missing first 2 on Scallop 22¢, also parts of US of USA on both top and bottom panes, 2201b booklets with black
engraving omitted, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $400 - 600

217 HH/H/m U.S., Better Back-of-the-Book Stock.  Quality singles, consisting of (o.g. unless noted otherwise): E1, E2,
E3 (2 NH, 4 o.g.), E4 used, E5 (3), E6 NH, E6 used, E7 (2 NH, 2 o.g.), E8 (1 NH, 2 o.g.), E9 (2 NH), E12 NH, E13 (4 NH),
F1 (3 NH), K1 (1 NH, 2 o.g.), K2, K3, K4 (2 NH, 1 o.g.), K5 (4), K8, K10 NH, K12, K15, K16, K17 NH, Q1-12 used, Q12
used, Q6 NH, Q7, Q8, Q9 (2), Q10 NH, Q11 (4 NH), Q12, JQ4 (3 NH), J2, J3 (2), J20 (3 NH), J34, J46a NH, J55 (2 NH),
J64 NH, J77 NH, J87 NH PSE graded 95, PR63, PR123-25, BKC1, LO6, 60L2, U42, U44, U66, U102, U347, RK26 no
gum, Confederate States 1 (2 used), Hawaii 28 used, 32, 46, 72, UX2-3, UX8-9, Guam 3, 7 and Philippines 222, high
quality stock that will be sure to please, previous dealers retail price about $18,000, generally F.-V.F.

Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

218 H/m U.S., Stock of Back-of-the-Book Singles.  Mostly used in 3 Dealer stock books, containing the following
better: E2 (5), E3 (6), E5 (34), E6 (42), E7 (4), E8 (6), J19 (2), J26 (2), J34, J36, J54 (2), J57, Q1-12 (2 sets), Q8 (4), Q10
(5), Q11 (5), Q12 (2), O2, O21 (2), O24, O27 (4), O31, O32, O42, O43, O44, O51, O62, O78 no gum, O95, O122 (2),
Hawaii: 34 (1 o.g., 1 no gum), 47. High catalog dealer stock, mixed condition., generally F.-V.F. appearance, viewing
recommended. Scott $8,512 (Owner’s). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

219 HH/H U.S., Back-of-the-Book Plate Blocks, 1910-60.  Includes FA1 (8), O132 (8), O138 (3), C8 (4), CE1 (3), E14
(2), E18 (5), J101, J104 (4), QE1 (2), QE2 (3), PS12, a nice lot to go through, F.-V.F. Estimate $250 - 350
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220 HH/H/m U.S., Better Airmail Stock.  Well centered quality singles, consisting of: C1-6 used, C1-6 o.g., C1 (4 NH, 1
o.g.), C2 (3 NH), C4 (16 NH), C5 (3 NH), C6 (7 NH, 1 used), C52 NH small holes line strip of 4, C13 (3 NH, 5 o.g., 8
used), C14 (1 NH, 1 o.g., 7 used), C18 (3 NH), previous dealers retail price $9,700, Very Fine or better appearance.

Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

221 HH/H U.S., Stock of Mint Airmail Singles.  In 2 Dealer stock books, containing the following better: C1 (11 NH, 4
o.g.), C2 (3 NH), C3 (2 NH), C4 (24 NH, 9 o.g.), C5 (3 NH, 3 o.g.), C6 (7 NH), C7 (17 NH), C8 (24 NH, 2 o.g.), C9 (23 NH,
9 o.g.), C10 (33 NH, 19 o.g.), C11 (23 NH, 10 o.g.), C12 (23 NH, 17 o.g.), C16 (31 NH, 2 o.g.), C17 (34 NH), C18 (8 NH, 6
o.g.), C19 (37 NH), C20-22 (6 NH), C20 (43 NH), C21 (15 NH, 11 o.g.), C22 (22 NH, 7 o.g.), C24 (26 NH, 3 o.g.), C25-31
(12 NH sets), C31 (12 NH), C46 (32 NH), C37 (32 NH line pairs), C52 (12 NH line pairs and 3 line strips of 5), C61 (12 NH 
line pairs and 1 line strip of 4), C65 (19 NH line pairs), C73 (15 NH line pairs), C82 (30 NH line pairs) and C83 (13 NH line
pairs). High quality with many well centered and hand-picked singles by a knowledgeable quality conscious dealer
who organized and priced accordingly. Previous owners retail over $9,000, generally F.-V.F., an quality fresh stock full
of useful pieces, viewing recommended. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

222 HH/H/m U.S., Airmail Stock.  One of the most comprehensive specialized airmail stocks available, includes items
with a nominal face value, but high retail, thousands and thousands of pieces in large quantities, substantial lot of retail
and face value, dealers old inventory list is included, stock is carefully organized and labeled in glassines from a detail
oriented dealer, with scarce varieties including dry printing, plate cracks, position blocks, various plate numbers,
etcetera, including: (C1-24 are mostly o.g., other stamps are NH), C1, C2 (2), C3, C5 (2), C6, C10 (10+), C18, C19 (4
plate blocks), C21-22 (10+ of each LH/NH), C22 plate block, C23 group, C24 (7 NH), C57 (150+), C59 (30+ plate
blocks), C75 (50+ plate blocks), C79 (150+ plate blocks), C80 (60+ plate blocks), C81 (200 plate blocks, including some 
cracked plate in selvage varieties), C88 (40+ plate blocks), C90 (40 plate blocks), C92a (40+ plate blocks), o.g., mostly
never hinged, F.-V.F. A quick face value count adds to well over $2,000 plus many premium items prior to C60 not
counted. Viewing is recommended. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

223 HH/H U.S., Mint Airmail Dealer Stock, 1927-60.  Fresh mint lot on stock pages, includes C7 (23), C8 (16), C9 (20),
C10 (26), C24 (26), C31 (9), plus booklet panes and coils, excellent retail & Scott value, a good amount is NH,
inspection encouraged. Estimate $200 - 300

224 H U.S., Airmail Stock.  In old stock book, including C4 (2), C5, C6, C7 (21 singles and 1 block of 4 with plate
number), C8 (23 singles), C9 (24 singles and 1 block of 4 with plate number), C10 (22 singles), C11 (7 singles), C12 (6
singles), C16 (20 singles), C17 (11 singles), C19 (9 singles), C20 (28 singles and 1 block of 4), C21 (11 singles and 1
block of 4), C22 (17 singles), C24 (21 singles) and C25-31 (5 sets), appears mostly sound and fresh, a great lot for
internet sales, conservatively priced for sale, o.g., F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300

225 HH/H U.S., Airmail Booklet / Booklet Pane Stock.  From a specialized dealer stock, carefully organized and
labeled in glassines from a detail oriented dealer, containing C10A, C25A (approximately 10 booklets and a group of
panes), C39a (3 booklets and several panes), C51a (5 normal covers and 2 overprint covers and several panes), C60a
(3 booklets, 1 with partial plate number), C64B-C (4 booklets with a group of panes with various slogans, a couple
miscut panes, a couple of which have plate numbers), o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F., Viewing recommended to
properly evaluate. Estimate $200 - 300

226 HH/H/m U.S., Large Postage Due Stock.  From a detail oriented philatelist who accumulated these dues and
carefully sorted each by mint and used and then by condition, starting with early banknote dues and continuing to 1931
wet and dry printings and later 1959 shiny and dull gum (as well as shades). An owners inventory reports an owners
retail value of this group to be well over $3,000, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Estimate $500 - 750

227 HH/H/m U.S., Better Official Stock.  Quality singles, consisting of (o.g. unless noted otherwise): O2, O15 (2), O16
(2), O17, O18, O19 (2), O26 used, O35, O36, O45 (o.g. and used), O50, O55 (2), O60, O61, O67, O73, O74, O75, O78,
O82, O83, O84 (2), O87, O88, O89 no gum, O90 (3), O91 (2), O93 (o.g. and no gum), O102 used, O106 used, O107
used, O114, O117 used, O118 (2), O125 NH, O1S, O11S, O15S, O35S, O83S, the vast majority are identified correctly
and overall better quality that will be sure to please, previous dealers retail price $4,500+, generally F.-V.F.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

228 H/m U.S., Better Revenue Stock.  Decent, quality singles on black dealer cards, consisting of R1b, R3b (2),
R11b, R13e, R18b, R19b, R24c, R29c, R41c, R42a horizontal pair, R43a horizontal pair, R49a horizontal pair, R51c,
R53a horizontal pair, R60a, R66a, R66c, R76c (2), R77c (2), R78a, R79c, R83c, R86a, R87c, R89a, R90c (2), R93c,
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R94a, R94c horizontal pair, R96c, R98a, R98a horizontal pair, R98c, R100c horizontal pair, R101a, R101a horizontal
pair, R101c, R103, R105, R106, R114, R115b, R127, R136, R140, R141, R145 (2), R190, R192, R229a, R259, R279,
R552, R553, R608, R609, RB2b, RB3b, RC10, RD197, RD323, RD324, RD327, RD346, RD348, RD349, RD354,
RM-141, RN-I2 (2 complete checks), WS10 War Savings Book, Custom Service Inspectors Baggage Tags, two sets of
strip of 4 with gutters between, previous dealers retail price $8,500+, generally F.-V.F., Inspect with care.

Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

229 HH/H/m U.S., Duck Stamps Stock, 1934-2004.  Over 100 quality hand picked singles including RW1 (o.g. and used),
RW2 (2 o.g., 2 used), RW4 (2 NH, 1 o.g.), RW5 (2), RW6, RW7, RW9 NH, RW11 NH, RW12 (3), RW13 NH, RW14 (2
NH), RW15 (2 NH), RW19 NH, RW20 NH, RW21 (2 NH), RW22 NH, RW23 (3 NH), RW24 NH, RW25 NH, RW26 NH,
RW27 (2 NH), RW29 (1 NH, 1 o.g.), RW30 (2 NH), RW31 (3 NH, 1 o.g.), RW32 (4 NH), RW33 (2 NH), RW34 (4 NH),
RW35 NH, RW36 (4 NH), RW37 (2 NH), RW38 (2 NH), RW50 PSE graded 98 certificate, RW63 PSE graded 98
certificate, RW65 graded 98 certificate, RW68 graded 98 certificate, RW71 graded 98 certificate some state ducks and
modern ducks up to 2004, overall clean stock that will be sure to please, previous dealers retail price over $6,500,
generally F.-V.F. appearance. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Face Value Lots

230 HH U.S., Souvenir Sheet & Sheet Face Value Lot, 1960-2000.  Tremendous opportunity, 32¢ to $1.00 values,
many self adhesives and souvenir sheets, total face value $11,500.00, relax, who needs to waste time at the post
office, what was examined was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

231 HH U.S., Face Value Lot, 1960-2000.  Excellent value, with 6¢ to $5.00 values, total face $11,500.00,
everything you’d want in a large face lot, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.

Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

232 HH U.S., Enormous Mint Accumulation.  A wonderful clean accumulation comprised nearly exclusively of 37¢
to 41¢ sheetlets housed in their original P.O. packs. Includes an excellent run for the period, most in quantities of 2 to 20
of each. With a face value of over $7,700.00. Fresh, Very Fine. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

233 HH U.S., Vending Booklet Stock, 1980-90.  Mostly 32¢ & 33¢ values, total face value $5,700.00, a great lot for
the internet dealer, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

234 HH/H U.S., New Issue Face Value Accumulation.  Mostly 29¢ and up with many forever denominations. A quick
count of sheets, booklets and high values came to over $3,000 worth of face value postage. The loose scrap in the two
small boxes should bring this count much higher, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F., viewing with a good
calculator is recommended. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

235 HH U.S., Great Americans Stock, 1980-90.  Large lot of mostly Great American issues with 10¢ to 78¢ values,
total face value $3,500.00, be sure and look this one up, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

236 HH/H U.S., Face Value Lot, 1918-2010.  Mounted in six Scott albums, with 10¢ to $14.00 values, includes blocks,
coils, booklets and panes and sheets, total face well over $2,500.00, with a volume of better panes and a volume of
PNCs, lots of material to dig through and plenty of postage, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

237 HH U.S., Face Value Lot, 1980-2000.  With singles and blocks, 15¢ to 50¢ values, with many Great American
issues, total face $2,700.00, save yourself a couple of trips to the post office, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

238 HH U.S., Americana Issue Stock, 1975-85.  Thousands of blocks, plate blocks and singles, from 3¢ to 6¢
values, over $3,000.00 total face, unchecked, have your self a ball going through this massive lot, what was checked
was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., used not counted. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

239 HH U.S., Wonderful Clean Mint Accumulation.  Comprised nearly exclusively of 34¢ to 41¢ sheetlets, face
value over $2,500.00, in original P.O. packs, excellent run for the period, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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240 HH U.S., Face Value Lot, 1981-2010.  Separated by denomination, from 20c to 45c, singles blocks, souvenir
sheets, coils and booklets, interesting booklet misperf and two imperf Bugs Bunny sheets, face value in excess of
$3700, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

241 HH U.S., Prominent Americans Issues Stock, 1965-78.  Many hundreds of blocks, plate blocks and singles,
from 3¢ to $5.00 values, estimated $2,800.00 total face, a useful lot for the bourse or internet dealer, what was
checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., used not counted. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

242 HH U.S., Vending Envelope Packet Stock, 1980-2000.  Hundreds of vending envelope packets, with values
from 10¢ to $10.75, total face value $2,600.00 +, great lot for the internet dealer, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

243 HH U.S., Americana Issue Stock, 1975-85.  Includes blocks, plate blocks and singles, from 1¢ to $5.00 values,
total face over $2,200.00, with many shade varieties, please review, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., used not counted.

Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

244 HH U.S., Face Value Lot, 1945-2010.  Hundreds of full and part sheets and souvenir sheets in four single sheet
files and five multiple sheet files, with values up to $5.00, total face $2,000, be sure and stock up, avoid the lines at the
post office, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

245 HH U.S., Airmail Stock, 1970-2000.  Great lot with plenty of high values up to 60¢, total face $1,900.00, alleviate 
your postage costs with this little beauty, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

246 HH U.S., Face Value Lot, 1970-85.  01¢ to 20¢ values, total face value $1,800.00, great lot for the internet or
bourse dealer, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

247 HH U.S., Inscription & Plate Number Blocks, 1965-78.  Hundreds of blocks & plate blocks, from 6¢ to 40¢
values, $1,500.00 total face, a useful lot for the bourse or internet dealer, what was checked was o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., used not counted. Estimate $750 - 1,000

248 HH U.S., Face Value Lot, 1960-90.  Approximately 90 different plate blocks, 8¢ to 15¢ value, total face value
$1,500.00, sweet lot for the internet dealer, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

249 HH U.S., Face Value Lot, 1960-2010.  Mounted in thirty albums, singles, blocks of four and sheets, values from
8¢ to 44¢, total face over $1,200.00, what was checker was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $600 - 800

250 HH U.S., Liberty Issue Stock, 1950-70.  Many hundreds of blocks, plate blocks and singles, from 3¢ to $5.00
values, estimated $1,200.00 total face, mostly Liberty issue stamps, please consider, what was checked was o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., used not counted. Estimate $600 - 800

251 HH/H U.S., Face Value Lot, 1930-90.  Hundreds of plate blocks, strip and part sheets, in five mint sheet files, with
items like plate block 1295, about $600 .00 total face, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400

252 HH U.S., Full Sheet Selection, 1940-95.  In a mint sheet file, includes 740, 741, 799, 785-794, 2193, 2195,
Looney Tunes imperf sheets, recalled Legends of the West sheet in folder, the Revel & Bryan sheets account for
$300.00 face, don’t let this one escape, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300

253 HH U.S., Clean Old Time Mint Accumulation.  Neatly housed in 2 sheet files & a binder comprised nearly
exclusively of 3¢ sheets or plate blocks. Fresh, o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F., with a face value of $410.00.

Estimate $200 - 300
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Covers and Postal History

Postal Stationery

254 H/m U.S., Massive & Valuable Cut Square Collection, 1853-1996.  Marvelous collection of several hundred
different cut squares in a packed Scott National album; loaded with $100-$500 items including such highlights as (mint
unless noted) U7 (used), U15-18a (used), U24, U28, U29, U42-45 (43 full corner), W51, U66, U67a, U68-73, U90,
U92-107, U195, U200 (XF full corner), U206-212, U224 (full corner), U437h, U439g, U457a, U476, U502, U503, U511
and Officials UO15-16, UO26-28, UO30, UO40 (full corner), UO64, UO67 (full corner), etc., etc.; condition is virtually all
F-VF or better, though a number of early items are somewhat small; also includes a number of more modern entires. A
tremendous lot for a dealer or a collector wanting to begin a collection of this popular field. Scott $25,000.

Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

255 H) U.S., Mint Postal Card Collection, 1873-2014.  Postal card collection in eight White Ace albums, complete
mint to UX646 less UX4 and UX17, air mail complete to UC28, paid reply postal cards with UY1-UY2, UY4-UY5, then
complete, with a stack of newer postal card sets, a fresh clean collection, inspection is urged, F.-V.F.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

256 ) U.S., Postal Cards, Boston & Massachusetts Collection.  Approximately 46 Boston and 56
Massachusetts UX3 postal cards housed in a single binder, cancels include pinwheel, blue “Paid” in box, masonic,
gears, circular geometrics, Bond’s Village outline star, Lancaster solid star in circle, Taunton “T”, Worcester leaves,
F.-V.F., well worth checking out as there is great potential present. Estimate $300 - 400

257 H) U.S., Postal Card Collection, 1873-1958.  About 45 different mint cards mounted on blank pages; includes
UX1, UX3, UX5-8, UX8b, UX9, UX9a (printed back), UX11-12, UX14-15, UX16 (2), UX18 (uncut pair, folded between),
UX19, UX20 (printed back), UX21 (printed back), UX22-30, UX33, UY1m-r, UY2m-r, UY3 (2), UY5m-r & UY6m-r; just
about all Very Fine but a good number with lightly toned corners from having been mounted in old-style black photo
corners (fortunately, the UX1 is not one of those affected). Scott $1,440. Estimate $300 - 400

Picture Post Cards

258 H/m) U.S., Picture Postcards, 1903-45.  Many hundreds of mint & used picture postcards, with fifteen Presidents,
famous Americans, Lincoln, then views, mostly Northeast, with a few upper Mid West, an enjoyable lot, perfect for the
internet or flea market dealer, some mixed condition, Very Good to Excellent. Estimate $500 - 750

259 ) U.S., Picture Post Cards: Connecticut Views with Many Greenwich.  A ducky lot of over 350 picture
postcards and ephemera item from Connecticut and especially Greenwich, includes White Mountain Express
Wrecked, Greenwich firehouse, Cos Cob Fire Co., Cos Cob fire engine, R.R. Station and Railroad Avenue Greenwich,
Depot Square Greenwich, Horse Show Day at Belle Haven, and many more, generally fresh & clean, a choice
collection, Good To Very Good. Estimate $400 - 600

260 ) U.S., Picture Postcards, Premium Collection, 1903-38.  A nifty lot of a few hundred cards, holiday and
scenic, includes group of 1908 White Fleet cards, blacks, Alaska, Hawaii, stamp cards, 4th of July, disasters, aviation,
many cards could be lotted individually, tremendous break up value, please examine, Very Good to Excellent.

Estimate $400 - 600

261 ) U.S., Picture Post Cards: New York Views.  A brilliant lot of over 250 picture postcards and ephemera item
from New York, with many from Port Chester, with better like Flat Iron Cigar Store Port Chester, N.Y., N.H & H. R.R.
Station (8 different), trolley at Liberty Square, Ruins of the Fire Port Chester June 22 08, Reliance Auto Chemical, and
many more, please examine, Good To Very Good. Estimate $300 - 400
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General Cover Collections and Accumulations

262 ) U.S., History of Western Pennsylvania’s Oil Industry.  A truly amazing, well annotated, impossible to
duplicate, ultimate collection of postal history and a vast amount of collateral material housed in six thick binders all
related to the oil industry detailing its early history in Western Pennsylvania. Many hundreds of items including covers
with interesting corner cards, cancellations and postal markings beginning from the earliest American oil boom period in 
the 1860s. Fantastic, content rich letters and full correspondences all assembled by Dr Robertson in a thoughtful
narrative history of early oil drilling; also noteworthy are share certificates beginning from the 1860s and much more,
familiar oil related town cancels such as: Corry, Miller Farm, Oil City, Petroleum Center, Pithole City, Rouseville,
Tidioute, Titusville and many dozen more are present. This collection formed over fifty years, begins in the 1860s
following Colonel Drake’s discovery and contains a plethora of covers that would make wonderful individual auction lots
but have been kept in the collection for continuity. Our conservative estimate only reflects the philatelic value, for the
collector of anything oil-related and its history in what easily could be made into an ideal winning collection, its value is
priceless. Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

263 ) U.S., 1909 2¢ Lincoln, Perforated, Imperforate, Bluish Exhibition Calibre Collection (367, 368, 369).  An
amazing array of 156 2c Lincoln covers with domestic and territorial usages. This holding is the finest we have ever
offered and mounted and described on exhibition pages, including ten 2c blue paper covers of which three are pairs and 
one with special delivery, cancels include color and machine, pneumatic tube, registry, a plethora of imperforates
including two plate blocks, perf-ins, many dozens of wonderfully hand selected illustrated covers which include
festivals, early automotive related, fishing, fruit, brewing, candy, Native Americans, hunting, transportation and more.
Early airmail, first day and many other varieties are present. A 30 year assemblage of quality covers, most acquired at
auction as individual lots, condition is well above average. Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

264 ) U.S., Wine Topical Postal History Collection.  An incredible holding of over 150 covers featuring mainly
wines including grapes, grape themed nurseries, grocers with grapes, in short a wonderful accumulation perfect for
creating or adding to a topical advanced collection or the specialist dealer in Topicals. Mainly 19th and earlier 20th
century items which include an 1813 letter advising shipment will be made when the British blockade of Long Island is
lifted. A truly spectacular 1880 Speer’s multicolor ex-Gabriel with P.F. cert. Two Hunaford Express Post covers with
Running Pony cancels, one being a temperance letter (1847) and the other announcing the auction of Madeira and
sherry belonging to Dan’l Webster (1850). Many illustrated advertising covers and a few foreign and modern, valuable
and popular topic, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

265 ) U.S., 1923-27 3¢ Lincoln 4th Bureau Cover Accumulation.  Several hundred covers gathered by an astute
“Lincoln” collector over 30 years. Many were purchased as individual auction lots and are still on the original lot sheets.
Some less expensive items but it is loaded with $50-$250/each covers including Kansas-Nebraska, Zeppelins
including C13, fancy cancels, lots of foreign destinations, possessions and much, much more than we can enumerate
here. Perfect for the dealer as resale value is huge or an instant basis to form or augment an exhibit. Condition is
generally Fine to Very Fine. Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

266 ) U.S., Air Mail Postal History Collection, 1918-60.  Over 150 U.S. aviation related covers, starts off with
numerous CAMs with various frankings such as C4, C5 & C7 on a 1926 first flight Boston MA to LA, 1926 Lindbergh
Carries the mail with C5, C6 & C7, 1928 Graf Zeppelin Flight cover Lakehurst NJ to Germany, 1928 Ile de France
catapult cover to Paris on a Roessler cover, 1928 Graf Zeppelin flight cover with C5, C6, C8, 1930 South America flight
cover with C14, 1930 South American round trip flight cover with C15, then a great group of FAMs, airport dedications
and first day covers, a terrific lot for break up or as a marvelous way to start collecting this popular area, few condition
issues but mostly, F.-V.F. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

267 ) U.S., 1890-1903 4¢ Lincoln Cover Collection.  A fascinating holding formed by a knowledgeable collector
over many years, includes over 110 covers of which 46 covers are mounted on exhibit pages, many better frankings, a
section of lovely illustrated, early stamp dealer corner cards, foreign usages including a registered cover from
Pago-Pago, Samoa dated 5/8/01 and purported to be the earliest registered cover from Pago-Pago (collector paid $495 
in 1993), plus a cover from Rampart, Alaska to the Philippine Islands, Pan American Exposition, plus many useful
covers all franked with a 4c Lincoln. As to be expected condition is a bit mixed but many are Fine-Very Fine, ex-Landau.

Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

268 U.S., Famous Artist, Politician and Astronaut Autograph Collection.  E.E. Aldrin photo, Neil Armstong
and R. Scott signed cover, Eddie Cantor, Marc Chagall - six signatures of various covers and a post card, Grace
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Coolidge signed letter, Bob Hope signed photo, Lovell and Anders signed envelope, 3 signed covers by Joan Miro,
Theodore Roosevelt Jr. singed letter, Paul Scofield signed photo, five covers or stamp souvenir sheets signed
Salvadore Dali, 8x10 Glossy Photos: James Cagney (2), Claudette Colbert, Bette Davis, Rex Harrison, Vincent Price,
Ginger Rogers (2), James Stewart, Nancy Reagan, George Bush, Jimmy Carter, Ronald Regan, Gaylord Perry, Niu
Loa Manu, Sanders over $5,000. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

269 ) U.S., Wonderful & Substantial Connecticut Stampless Cover Collection.  A lovely, clean & diverse
collection comprised of approximately 250 circa 1800-1855 Connecticut stampless covers, each housed in its own
glassine & alphabetically arranged in a shoebox from Abington to Woodville. While the majority are handstamps
c.d.s.’s, we do note a fine array of manuscripts etc. A clean & wonderful basis for further expansion, largely F.-V.F., well
worth a close inspection. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

270 ) U.S., Undertakers, Monuments and Hearses Collection of 80 Covers.  Mostly all illustrated, a few corner
cards, almost all are 19th century, a couple 1850s cameos, some quite unusual. A very scarce topical collection of a
specialized and rarely seen in such an array of covers, condition is a bit mixed but overall fine or better.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

271 ) U.S., Animals and Insects, c. 1880-1920.  Over 50 covers, most all with illustrated corner cards, includes a
few with text corner cards and illustrated enclosures, 5 postal entires, few small faults, otherwise F.-V.F.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

Owner’s retail $4,500.

272 ) U.S., Hudson-Fulton Exposition Postcards, 1909.  Includes 70 different Hudson Fulton Official postcards
published by Redfield Brothers, large five panel postcard, set of six Valentine publisher postcards, plus 39 various
postcards, and a scarce four panel, all mounted in a large volume, enormous retail value present, please examine,
F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000

273 U.S., Ephemera Collection, 1880-1910.  Intriguing lot of over 200 mostly 19th century items, includes trade
cards, tobacco cards, menus, needle cases, price lists, scraps, subjects include tea, sewing machines, insurance,
perfume, stoves, clothing, medicine, oil, thread, flour, a large anti Chinese piece, many premium cards, please visit this
lot, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000

274 ) U.S., Balance of Cover Consignment.  A lovely grouping of twenty two covers, includes stampless “Xenia
OH” double oval in black and red,Wells Fargo cover from Angels, allover ad cover for Gallery of Art in Boston,
addressed to Milan Italy, four color Bank Note franking with 145, 146, 147 & 151, and a 1869 allover ad cover for the
United States Life Insurance Co., please inspect to ascertain this lots true value, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000

275 ) U.S., RPO & HPO Covers, 1900-75.  Thousands of RPO & HPO covers in a large box, mostly in alphabetical
order, list includes Towle numbers, includes Asquam Lake RPO (C-18-b), Boston & Cape Cod RPO (55-H-20), Carb &
Wilkes RPO (177-G-1), Deadwood & Edgemont RPO (947.4-B-1), Farmington & Port. RPO (7-I-1), Pembina & St Paul
RPO (881.4-C-1), Rock & Portland RPO (8-I-1), and much much more, truly a treasure trove for the specialist, plan
enough time to properly ascertain this lots true value, some condition issues as to be expected in a lot this size, good
luck! F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

276 ) U.S., Postal History, 1851-61.  Grouping of 3¢ covers, includes over 75 of the Hallock family covers and over
60 from the Bell family with many regimental addresses, mostly from the North East and Upper Mid West, with fancy
cancels, embossed ladies covers, a cover with a lock of hair, forwarded, advertised, a few stampless, fabulous lot for
research, mixed condition, otherwise F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

277 ) U.S., Good Tail End of Cover Consignment Lot.  Including 2 volumes of mint U.S. stationery, plus a large
Harris album collection which contains $1,000.00 in face value material, along with some earlier, non-face material as
well., F.-V.F., a good mix, well worth a look see!. Estimate $500 - 750

278 ) U.S., Diverse & Valuable Selection of 80 Stampless Covers.  All a tad unusual, fitting into various
categories including ship mail, steamboat markings, rate markings, i.e. double, triple, adjusted etc., way cover, drop
letter rates, railroad & express usages, a nice Iowa territorial, official & free frank mail, missent/forwarded etc. Great
group, F.-V.F., examine. Estimate $500 - 750
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279 ) U.S., Railroad Covers, 1870-1905.  Over 130 covers and cards, listed with Towle number includes Boston &
Albany RPO (53-E-6), Elmira & Balt RPO (193-B-1), Drift RB Furn RPO (217-B-1), N.Y. & Chi. RPO E. Div (114-K-4),
Portland & Isld RPO, mostly clear strikes, an amazing selection sure to whet the appetite of any collector or dealer, we
suggest inspection, F.-V.F. Estimate $400 - 600

280 ) U.S., Postal History Accumulation, 1873-1960.  Over three hundred cards and covers, with advertising,
airmails, APO, DPO, stampless, fancy cancels, RPOs, picture postcards, postal stationery, registered, censored, with
many better items, a wonderful lot with a great deal of potential, we suggest a review, F.-V.F. Estimate $400 - 600

281 ) U.S., Cover Dealer Accumulation, 1851-1960.  Over three hundred cards and covers, with advertising,
airmails, APO, DPO, stampless advertising, fancy cancels, RPOs, picture postcards, mint & used postal stationery,
#11s & 26s on cover, ephemera, loads of good material to retail, some mixed condition but generally, F.-V.F.

Estimate $400 - 600

282 U.S., Autograph Collection, 1950’s.  Six different signatures of famous people of the early 20th century,
each signed on covers franked in the 1950’s, with Harry Truman on stamped but unpostmarked cover, Douglas
MacArthur on cover franked with Corregidor stamp, Raymond D. Gary (Governor of Oklahoma 1955-59) postmarked
Oklahoma City, Ok 1957, Dr. Jonas Salk (developer of the first Polio Vaccine) on cover franked with Polio stamp,
Douglas “Wrong Way” Corrigan on 1958 cover on the 20th anniversary of Corrigan’s flight from New York to Ireland,
signed letter by Lady Bird Johnson on Lyndon B. Johnson free frank cover and stationery. Lovely fresh appearance,
previous dealers retail price $1,700, F.-V.F. Estimate $400 - 600

283 ) U.S., Interesting Postal History Collection.  With interesting usages, some fancy cancels and a couple
lovely cachets. Covers of note: (18)79 Mattapoisett, Mass fancy cancel franked with 3c banknote, 11A (position 91L2L)
with 4 margins on Saint Louis, Mo. cover, another 11A four margins, position 1 from upper left corner, 3 #7 singles on
cover from Philadelphia to Sutherland Springs, Texas, 87 tied to 1866 cover with blue cancel, 295 on Pan American
F.C. Howlett & Co. Rubber Goods cachet, returned for postage, RB24 pair on Flag Patriotic cover illegal use cover, 12
tied to cover with Saratoga Springs NY postmark, previous dealers retail price $1,900 +, inspect with care, F.-V.F.

Estimate $400 - 600

284 ) U.S., Prexie Cover Collection, 1938-60.  Group of nineteen covers or fronts franked with various Prexie
issues, includes pair 844 on insured 4th class mail, 831 on censored piece with “Passed Free/Of Duty/Customs”
handstamp, 823 single franking on 1942 registered cover, 815 & 816 on 1943 registered cover, 824 & E15 on Special
Delivery cover, and much more, if you collect Prexies this is your chance to pick up some scarce material, F.-V.F.

Estimate $300 - 400

285 ) U.S., President & First Lady Potpourri, 1860-2000.  A delightful lot that contains photos of Mary Todd
Lincoln, photo book of Plymouth VT Birthplace of President Coolidge, print of Jefferson Davis, engravings of various
presidents, picture postcard of Alice Roosevelt, trade cards with president portraits, set of scraps of the presidents,
McKinley paper weight, and much more, some condition issues, but overall F.-V.F., please peruse, ex-William R.
Weiss. Estimate $250 - 350

286 ) U.S., Nine 1851 3¢ Covers.  A dynamite selection, includes red grid with matching Bethlehem PA c.d.s., US
Express Mail cover, Lexington KY tying stamp with enormous right margin, a lot that should have excellent break up
value, F.-V.F. Estimate $250 - 350

287 ) U.S., Ten Better Covers, 1857-1910.  Includes 1872 stampless from Carenas to Boston, #24 tied by Boston
grid with red Boston c.d.s. on 1859 bankruptcy notice, red New York City 1¢ c.d.s. on #63, 1907 registered cover with
pairs of 314, 319 and 320, and a few 3¢ 1861 covers, a great lot to peruse, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300

288 ) U.S., Covers, 1840-1950.  Including ten covers of Codman correspondence, also #15 on cover to
Washington DC, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300

First Day Covers

289 ) U.S., Premium First Day Cover Group, 1923-60.  Over 250 better first day covers, includes 556, 568, 589,
611, 612, 640, 641, 656, nice Farleys and many more, a few condition issues, however you won’t find many holdings
this nice, we invite inspection, F.-V.F. Scott $4,750+. Estimate $750 - 1,000
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290 ) U.S., FDCs holding, 20th Century.  Several thousand covers contained in every imaginable format, includes 
premium cachets and earlier, Coloranos, Gold Foils, etc., also contains some errant stationery and UN, an interesting
and worthwhile holding that would be worth viewing as there are a few plums to be plucked within, generally F.-V.F.,
ex-Worcester. Estimate $500 - 750

291 ) U.S., Golden Replicas First Day Cover Collection, 1990-2000.  Over eight-hundred covers, with Golden
Replicas of U.S. Stamps, Golden Replicas of U.S. State Bird & Flower Stamps, Golden Replicas of U.S. Wildlife
Stamps, most in original albums, a great lot for the internet dealer, F.-V.F. Estimate $400 - 600

U.S. and Foreign

292 ) U.S. and Foreign, Cover Grab Bag, 1880-2000.  Thousands upon thousands of covers in eight large
cartons, it looks hopeless but there are quite a few little collection tucked away here and there, includes U.S. first day
covers including souvenir sheets, Greenland cover collection 1948-1987, Iceland collection, Hong Kong collection,
U.S. postal stationery, U.S. airmail related cover collection in several volumes, and an Arctic cover collection, and
plenty more to be discovered, inspection will require some time but will be well worth it, mixed condition, but overall,
F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

293 H/m/) U.S. and Foreign, Entire Estate Property as Received.  A wonderful vintage accumulation offered entirely
as it came to us, including an unusual binder collection of various mint Newfoundland multiples from blocks of four to
half sheets of miscellaneous values, separate binders of U.S. & Canadian airmail covers, stamps galore, mostly in
glassines with strong U.S. from many hundreds of used, high quality 2¢ Columbians, to 1920’s to 1930’s mint blocks,
plate blocks, good KGV era British Empire, with strong omnibus issues & blocks, covers & more. Certainly a diverse,
eclectic holding from a bygone era, chock full of surprises, F.-V.F., inspection invited. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

294 H/m/) U.S. and Foreign, Large Balance Collection.  Mostly U.S. covers - containing thousands and thousands of
covers, mostly first days up through modern issues, with various cachets in small boxes and a group of cover albums, a
small box of some maxim cards, a nice Space topical collection (of U.S. stamps) and World War II topical collection (of
U.S. stamps) and a group of beginner foreign collection, a nice fun lot to play with on a cold winter day, F.-V.F.

Estimate $750 - 1,000

295 H/m U.S. and Foreign, Substantial Eclectic Accumulation.  A sizable property of many thousands in several
cartons, including hundreds of dollars in U.S. face value material in the form 3¢ plates to modern $1.00 sheets, 2 well
organized stock books of duplicated early Japanese definitives from the Kobans on, 5 Scott Internationals, along with a
variety of other collections in various albums etc. Good lot to noodle & explore, F.-V.F., examine. Estimate $750 -

1,000

296 ) U.S. and Foreign, Postal History Selection, 1851-1960.  Group of fifty one cards and covers, includes three 
foreign, with illustrated ad covers, picture postcards, first flights, postal stationery, better includes C18 on flight cover
Miami to Philadelphia, registered cover with pair of C1, and a 1901 cover to Shanghai China, forwarded to Foochow,
Washington DC and returned to sender, please give these a once over, mixed condition, F.-V.F.

Estimate $500 - 750

297 ) U.S. and Foreign, Cover Accumulation.  As received, covers, postal cards and stationery in a large box,
from stampless era to the late 1990’s, lion share of lot contains U.S. material, especially first day covers, a selection of
19th Century stamped covers some with fancy cancels, the worldwide is an eclectic mix of commercial and first day
cover material, worth a peek to see what you can uncover, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

298 HH/H U.S. & Canada, Mint Accumulation.  Comprised mostly of 3¢ and up U.S. plates in glassines, loose, etc.
With a fair amount of aggregate U.S. face value, plus approximately $400.00 in Canadian face in more recent issues,
F.-V.F., worth a quick figure. Estimate $400 - 600

299 HH/H/m U.S. and Foreign, Mint & Used Collection, 1870-1960.  Presented in two Scott albums, the U.S. includes
used 230-234, 236-237, 285-290, mint 231, 294-299, 300-304, 319, 323-327, 329-330, 617-619, Q7-Q8, the
International includes mint Canada 217-227, nothing rare but good material throughout, F.-V.F. Scott $2,400.

Estimate $300 - 400
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U.S. Possessions and U.N.

U.S. Possessions

300 H/m U.S. Possessions, Mint & Used Collection, 1857-1920.  Mounted on album pages, mint unless noted Cuba
J3-J4, Guam 2, Philippines used 212, E2, a front to Washington DC franked with pair 216, pair 226 & 227, Hawaii 9, 20,
all three shades 30, 34, used 49, 72-73, O1-O6, DWI 3, 40-42, 51-58, and much more, a few condition issues,
inspection invited, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

301 HH/H U.S. Possessions in the Pacific, 1984-1998.  Mint collection of Marshall Islands, Micronesia and Palau,
many NH souvenir sheets, a great lot for the topical dealer, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

Canal Zone

302 H/m Canal Zone, Collection and Accumulation, 1904-78.  Over 1,200 stamps, mostly arranged in four
stockbooks, plus a little loose material, with many issues both mint and used and some modest duplication, consisting
of used: #2-3 both with certs, 2 on piece, 3, an interesting group of both mint and used overprint on Panama map
varieties, some antique type varieties, 21-44 (missing #30), 46-48, 58-59, 70-80, 84-95, J12-14, mint: 2, 4-8, 10a,
unusual inverted “M” of Panama with normal stamp combination pair, 21-45, 49-51, 52-54, 57 (2 without gum singles),
58-59, 60-66, 67 o.g., 70-81, 84-95, 39 ZCNE variety in block of 4 and 120-35. Nearly complete mint and used from
1924-32 U.S. overprint issues, back of book including airmails, dues and officials, missing only the scarce items,
condition is overall better than typically seen, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

303 H/m/) Canal Zone, Collection, 1905-78.  A meaty collection that often parallels mint & used issues, includes used
4-8, 14, 49-51, mint with 70-81, 71e, 94-95, plate blocks C42-C47, parallel mint & used 120-135, 136-140, C1-C5,
C6-C14, C15-C20, C21-C26, CO1-CO7, with useful back of the book, may be a few condition issues, many stamps and
sets could be lotted individually, F.-V.F. Estimate $600 - 800

Hawaii

304 H/m Hawaii, Mint and Used Collection, 1866-1910.  Includes the following mint Scott #’s unless noted: 10, 105,
115, 34, 38 (2), 29 (2), 41, 45 (2), 46 (2), 47 mint and used, 48 (2), 49 used, 50 (3), 505 (4) 515, 52c (2), 58 mint strip of 4,
63 (2), 65 (2), 69 (2), 70 (2), 71, 72 (2) plus used, 73 (2), O1-O6 used, altogether a useful holding housed in a stockbook.
Condition is as usual, mixed with some faults but many useful copies from a very popular country/republic/state. Scott
$5,093. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

305 H Hawaii, Mint Collection, 1869-1893.  Mint collection that includes 10, 29, 31, 33, 34, 45, 46, 52C, 56, 60, 63,
65-66, 67, 71, fresh and clean, great stock or the beginning of a more comprehensive collection, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Estimate $250 - 350

Ryukyus

306 H Ryukyus, Mint Collection, 1948-72.  A solid mint collection missing only 1a-7a and 16-17 for completion,
includes 1-7, 8-13, 14, 15, 18, 19-26, 44-53, C1-C3, C9-C13, E1, beautiful fresh collection with appealing colors, please
inspect, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400
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United Nations

307 H/m/) United Nations, 1980’s to 1990’s, Armageddon Stock.  Housed in 46 original boxes as received by the UN, 
Ginormous face value, also FDC’s and Souvenir cards, strong run of Flag Sheets these alone run into the thousands of
dollars of face, a lot that would astonish the General Assembly that there could be this much in one place, viewing
simple and worth a quick count, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, ex-Worcester. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

308 H/m/) United Nations and West New Guinea, Misc. Group, 1951-2010.  Box of United Nations & West New
Guinea material, West New Guinea includes 1-19 2nd printing, U.N. with used 38 (6), 38 first day covers (16), and mint
38 (5), with postal stationery, inscription blocks and presentation booklets, some of the newer issues missing from most
stocks/collections, please review, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,700 (Owner’s). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

309 HH United Nations, Strong Mint Collection to 2014.  In order in 3 stockbooks plus loose glassines, strong
among modern issues, containing much modern postage issues, booklets and postal stationary, o.g., never hinged,
generally F.-V.F., a nice collection, containing the modern issues missing from most U.N. collections.

Estimate $600 - 800

310 HH/H/) United Nations, Massive Mint Accumulation, 1951-2010.  Huge hoard of collections filling several large
boxes, includes several singles collections in various stages of completion, album of MI blocks, souvenir sheets,
stationery, souvenir cards, newer year sets- these alone with high new issue cost and not purchased by many, and
much more, obviously some duplication, we haven’t the time to go through it, so we leave that pleasure to the winning
bidder, overall F.-V.F., ex-Worcester. Estimate $600 - 800

311 HH United Nations, Mint Collection, 1952-2000.  Mounted in seven Scott Specialty albums, includes one
volume of singles with New York, Geneva and Vienna, two volumes of plate blocks, volume of souvenir cards, and a
volume of postal stationery and flag sheets, inspection is encouraged, what was examined was o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

312 HH/H United Nations, Mint Collection, 1951-94.  A complete mint collection for the stated years, includes New
York, Geneva and Vienna, a wonderful lot for the beginning collector or internet dealer, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400

U.S. Area Economy Lots

313 H U.S., Souvenir Card Collection, 1939-74.  49 different cards, mostly complete with better items including.
SC2, SC3, NSC1, etc. A few cards from 1970 have light toning., F.-V.F. overall. Offer

314 U.S., Military Memorabilia Lot.  Includes A History of the Civil war with Brady photographs, SOP book for the
200th Armored Field Artillery Battalion, photographs, propaganda leaflets, Stars & Stripes magazines, plane hat (don’t
ask, look), History of the 77th Division, USS Kearsarge CVS-33 cruise book, maps, and much more, a treasure trove for
the military specialist, please review. Offer

315 U.S., Political Ephemera Gumbo.  Monticello punch out, The President’s Medal 1789-1977, engravings of
various presidents, Nixon bumper stickers, 1936 FDR tickets, 1969 Nixon Official Inaugural Program, photographs of
FDR, Kennedy photo mounted on board, 1953 Official Inaugural Program for Eisenhower, some nice material present,
please review. Offer

316 ) U.S., WW II Postal History Lot, 1938-45.  Several hundred covers and cards, with censored, navy, APOs,
Prexies, V-Mail, and a group of WWI covers, plenty of hidden gems lurking about, please take some time to examine,
F.-V.F. Offer
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317 U.S., Autograph Collection.  Eighteen WWII era autographs on U.S. Savings Bonds Defense Stamp
Booklets including Maureen O. Hara, Rochester, Veronica Lake, Roy Rogers, Dennis Day, Fibber McGee and Molly,
Teresa Wright, Hal Gildersleeve Peary, Margaret Sullivan, Evelyn Ankers, Charles Boyer, Gloria Schoonover and 1989 
PGA golf Autographs on event covers: Jay Haas, Mark O’Meara, Joey Sindelar, Mark Calcavecchia, Tom Watson, Mac
O’Grady, generally F.-V.F. Offer

318 ) U.S., Covers, 1890-1965.  Group of approximately 26 covers showing various usages including Utah and
New Mexico territorials, two Washington-Franklin bisects, $5 Postage due on reply cover, 299 on registered cover, CZ
C21-6 on single cover, Washington Bicentennial issue spread over 4 FDCs, one Kansas and Nebraska issue cover; few 
small faults, Fine. Offer

319 ) U.S., Civil War Correspondence of Sergeant Gray, 1861-65.  Nine covers and letters addressed to Sarg
Gray of the 12th Reg N.H. volunteers, includes a poem written by his child, great research material, mixed condition,
please examine, F.-V.F. Offer

320 ) U.S., First Day Cover Accumulation, 1950-2000.  Well over one thousand first day covers, mostly modern
issues, mounted on individual pages, please inspect, F.-V.F. Offer

321 U.S., Accumulation of Topical Phone Cards.  Well over 900 phone cards, many with Hawaii related
obverses but also includes sports, Walt Disney, Charlie Brown, Coca Cola and airlines, some heavy duplication, a neat
little lot perfect for the topical dealer or collector. Offer

322 HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Back of the Book Holding, 1861-90.  Includes three postage currencies, group of sixteen
mint & used CSA on a card, mint officials O18, O57S, O83, O85S, O90, O93, and a group of twelve official proofs
including O71P4, worth many times our low estimate, enormous potential, F.-V.F. Offer

323 H/m U.S. and Foreign Miscellaneous Balance.  Of better U.S. duplicates, modern first day covers, a few
stockbooks of used U.S. singles, a foreign album, a couple shoeboxes filled with envelopes sorted by country, lots of
loose unsorted stamps, etcetera, mostly F.-V.F., be sure to take a look. Who knows what might be hiding in here?.

Offer

324 ) U.S. and Foreign, Seapost & Ocean Mail Cancels, 1896-1939.  18 covers with US Seapost cancels,
includes 137 SS Southern Cross from Brazil, 1936 SS Santa Barbara, 1937 SS Pan America from Trinidad, 1896
United States Seapost, a definite must see for the specialist, mixed condition, F.-V.F. Offer
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